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Introduction Objectives/Statement of Purpose 
During the pa% four decades an evobxion in card& cathe. 
terizafion has taken place. The role of the cardiac cadwer- 
ization laboratory ha< progressed irom \tudy of cardiac 
functionand anammy for purposesof d&nor!, toevalw~don 
of candidates for rurgery and linally 10 prowdmg cxtheler- 
based, nonsurgical interventional treatment. Tbi, profret\ 
has stimulated an increw in demand for cardiac calheier- 
ization servicer. However. ar a rewb of [he need to dc- 
crease health care cost,. there have alw been major changc~ 
in the types of patient5 admitted Lo ho\pi&. Accordmply. 
an increasing proportion of catheiurirarwn\ arc bemg con- 
ducted in settings other than tradmon;d hwpilal-baed cath- 
ewrization laboratorie\. As newer cardiac diagnwic ad 
treatment mddalirie\ are developed. it ij highly hkcly Ihal 
the role of cardiac catheteriraliun yill continue IU ew>i\e. 
From this evulu~ion n number of co~~cern~ have been raiwd 
about [he nbdlty of catheterizalion wrvice* to meet wn- 
stanlly changing patienl care need\ wbde miunt*mmg polium 
safely and reuricting powlble overo~ibz~~wn. 
The purpow of lhir reporl I\ to cnticidly examine all 
L) pe\ o1 card~x catheleriation taborator) \erviceC apd their 
qecific role in providinp optimal care for pnnems wrh 
knoun “r wprcled cardmc d,\eax The tack iorcc ,\a, 
arhcd I’, C\B,IIIOC all laboramry acw,t,es. mcludmg ,hcir 
reccnr prubfcraiion and modlc;llmnr. ISSUCE wch a\ nmba- 
I;~wy sardia: carhetenzauon. mohde leboratorie% and eth- 
ICI \ieie \pcc,fically targeted. To addrcn rhis charge. for 
more !h:m ? years the task force conducted numero,,s 
debhw.diont. reviewed currenl Iwndure. conducted tuu 
ur!‘ey\ of both members and nonmcmhcrr of the American 
Collcgc of Cdrdmlogy and the American lleart Awxlalion. 
,~nd collected tcrlimony and correspondence from msmhen 
of rbe cardiology community in the United Sratec. Based on 
Ihn ex;nmin;ltiun. recommendarws and guideline* for calh- 
cwrvation laboralories were dweloped. There wideline* 
\hodd nor he considxed rigid: raiher. they are 10 be 
mudlficd b) cbnicaljudgmcnt. individual patient needr. and 
.adv;mccr in Icchnology. 
heart diseases (t-3). The paiicnlr studled were mostly in 
New York Hean Association lNYHAl functional classes III 
and IV lsec Appendix Al for hex’failure. Between the 
mid-1950s znd late 1960s. more catheterization laboratories 
were established. also at major medical centers. This expan- 
sion was largely fueled by the development and application 
of new lechniques such as ~erc”ta&xwr and t;&eplill 
approaches and selective coronary angiography. as well as 
cardiopulmonary bypass and surgical pmcedures for treat- 
ment of patients wth congenital or wlwlar hean diseases. 
Some patientc were studied for diagnosis of coronary anery 
disease Cardiac catheterization was used increasingly for 
diagnostic purposes at many centers. Because most of the 
patieols studied were potential candidates for surgery. most 
were symptomatic, with heart failure or angina pectoris or 
bolh. 
The “Coronmy Em” 
From approximately 1970 lo the early 1980s. Ihe numbcrb 
of cardiac catheterization labordtorier and procedures per- 
formed continued to grow and then plateaued. This growth 
was stimulated by a bighly successful technique for coronary 
artery bypass surgery. as well as by the improved safety of 
cardiac surgery in general. New catheter materialr and 
better radiological equipment reduced the time required as 
well as the risks of catheterization while improving the 
quality of the study. The number of patients studied for 
diagnosis and selected for coronary bypass and other types 
of cardiac surgery increased substantially. This growth was 
accommodated by an increase in tradition4 cardiac cathe- 
tenzation laboratories. Most laboratories were located in 
larger centers, but some were established at satellite centers 
without cardiac surgery support and were dependent on a 
strong relationship with a nearby cardiac surgical program. 
Because candidates for surgery were usually selected from 
these studies, tnost patients were in NYHA classes III and 
IV. Some patients with lees severe symptoms (Canadian 
Cardiovascular Society [CCSI classes I and II [see Appendix 
Bl) were also studied to determine the presence and extent 
of coronary artery disease. The relative number of patien:s 
studied for diagnosis of congenital iieart and valvular heart 
disease diminished as echocardiography and other noninva- 
sive diagnostic modalities improved. But a relalively con- 
stant number of patients were sufficiently symptomatic to 
~xrant preoperative evaluation for valvular and congenital 
hear! diseases and continued to be seen at these expanded 
laboratories. 
TAP “Therapeutic Era” 
From about 1982 to the present, there has been an 
unprecedented proliferation of cardiac catheterization sew- 
ices (2), which have now been expanded to a wider group of 
patients and diseases. One reason is the almost totally 
unrestricted environment for development and growth that 
many regions of the country have given cardiac catheteriza- 
tion se-vices (4) The incr-eaw in pattea and laboratories 
has also been %imulated by :he development of noowrgical. 
catheterization lahoratnrv-based therapeutic procedures for 
palliation of both stable and unstable irchemic hean disease 
as well an selected valvular and congenital heart diseases, 
arrhythmias, and other problems. Widespread use of cardiac 
surgical procedures, cardiac assist devices, cardiac tram- 
plantation, and electrophysiological studies, ail of which 
require cardiac cathet&ization. has also led to B more 
ag&ressive management approach for patients with heart 
failure, cardiogenic shock, and arrhythmias. Many noncar. 
disc d&noetic and therapeutic vascular procedures are now 
being performed in cardiac catheterization laboratory ret- 
tings. but this area is still evolving. and guidelines for lhesc 
services are beyond the scope of this document. 
Cost-Benefit Considerations 
Over the years. traditional catheterization labcratories 
have gained a highly regarded reputation for excellence in 
physiologically oriented and anatomically precise diagnosis. 
These laboratories provided major research advances as well 
as catheter-based therapies 12). Their safety record was 
excellent even for very sick patients (51, who received care 
with a very favorable cost-benefit ratio. In fact, these 
factors led to the conclusion in at least one report (6) that 
catheterization laboratory evaluation of the middle-aged 
man with chest pain was the most ei?icient initial step in 
management of such patients. 
Nontraditional Cardiac 
Catheterization Settings 
As the need for cardiac catheterization services increased 
and hospital admissions were limited by third-party agen- 
cies, a number of nontraditional settmgs for cardiac cathe- 
terization emerged. including catheterization of less sick 
ambulatory patients in traditional catheterization laborato- 
ries and the development of a number of other settings 
(7-17). The nontraditional settings are best characterized by 
freestanding cardiac catheterization laboratories. which first 
evolved in relalively rural settings and now also exist in large 
urban lreas, sometimes near major medical cenlers with 
traditional cardiac catheterization laboratories. With adap- 
tation and modification of equipment. self-contained mobile 
(ISI and modular laboratories have been developed. In these 
nontraditional laboratories the major stated goals are to 
reduce costs and bring cardiac catheterization services 
closer to patients. Most of these laboratories focus on the 
lowrisk ambulatory patient. 
Questions and Concerns 
The evolution of cardiac catheterizaiion and proliferation 
of ditTerent cardiac catheterization settings, along with the 
variation in the type of patients studied (e.g., from very 
symptomatic to asymptomatic), have raised numeroos ques- 
tions. for example abool the type of laboralory be>t suited and in abt Iypr of environment. Slatr and local planning 
for sQccific patients and its location. Other conccms we agencw are hxndappcd oy limited and confusing informa- 
curl-benefii ratios sod absence of hospiial-based cr o!hc: tion There arc no gutdeboes for Qosstblc additional legal 
reguulaiory controls. All of there qneaicw relate dncrl) or ,iilh,!,,y 10 ,he Qhywan who referc Qauems IO ibese newer 
indireclly 10 the qualily of patlent care setting ?or cnrdlac cathetewtion. 
Quality of Patient Care Luck of Genrrul G~ridtGrrs for C~~thererizurion 
Pulicnr S&Iv I~ahorr~~orv Srruicr Developmenr 
issues of paoent safety can be divided into the followinp 
areas: 0 wneral laboratory oreanizmon and safe& (Qro!cc- 
Son frominfecdon [e.g.. .heQ&\. acqwed mm&e defi- 
EIOSY syndromel. excessive radialton). ?I credlbdlti of the 
opzmio;and other staff: 31 quality conlrol of equipment and 
emergency back-up for *be operaror and other staff (the 
quabty of the study most be opltmal for prease dlagnosi\ 
and appropriate referral for surgery or carhelerizadon labo- 
ratory intervention. as well as for diiwori, to cxcludc 
imponant cardiac disease. Major concern, have been raibed 
about some of the newer catheterization setlinas-mobile 
laboratories. for example-because it IS often ddIicuit 10 
plan for emergency b&b-up. Mosl radiogmphy equipmtnl 
was adapted for use in lhcsc new se~mgs rather than 
specifically designed for this setting. and quality conlrol 
procedures vary widely): 4) risk slratification before calhr- 
terizalion 10 ensure lbat candidaics arc rcreened appropw 
ately IO reliably identify those who may undergo certan 
studies in a nontraddional setting a~ low risk: 51 nsk-benefil 
ratios (many patients in the newer scltiw are les~ symp~o- 
matic and may have a better prognosis than tbox who are 
severely symptomatic. so risk-benefit rzmos may be lew 
favorable. Hecause risks were assessed larzeiy m the more 
svmotomafic oatient Qoooliltions studied in tnditional it- 
t&a. it may‘ not be awropriate 10 compare them wlb 
studies in less tradilional %ltingr): 6) aswcd. llmcly access 
10 emergent or urgent cardiac surgery. ~ilscular wrgery. 
cardiac anesthesia. cardiovascular radiology, and so on: and 
7) the assumption of responsibility in Ihe event of an 
emergency by the nontraditional laboniory operator. Ihe 
hospilal providing holding area uppon. or the bospilal 
providing surgical back-up. 
There is confusion about the terns ured io describe rhs 
newer settings as well as ii lack of umform defuuwn~ for 
Ibex settings and for milny nf rbe prooedurc‘a wed in [he% 
settings. Although the ambuldrory. Ien symptomatic patwnl 
is. in general. ,tudlcd m Ihe newer wtlmg*. mdlcatlonr for 
cardiac cathecerimlion in Ihis typs of p;~brnl lwr not been 
clearly defined. Thl\ lend, to confwion among primary arc 
physicisns. other cardlovacular rcfcrwl source\. and pa- 
tienlr about who should be cand~I~~te\ for wd> in nonlra- 
ditional s%mgs. Likewise. Ih@xry xunbur\en:en[ pro- 
gruns ad govcmmcnt agewe\ h,,\e d~fficuk) defining 
which proc;durer should be .cinrburvx~ m >%hxh paiienlr 
The number of padems and the kinds of resources re- 
qulred 10 justify developmem of cardiac cathe!erizatlon 
i;iboratone% pan~cularly newer nontraditional laboratories. 
have no! been defined. This lack of guidelines may lead to 
unnecrsrar) growth of scrviccs. For example. Ihe oprimal 
locanon for Ihe% ~ervice$ has nor been evalualed. and 
dupbcatwn of 5ervices within certain geographic locations 
could Icad lo cartatting measures by ensring laboratories 
10 reman compewive. which could have m~ponanr implica- 
tion, for qualily and safely. There i9 no cxrcnt b.c.. 
psrmdicallg updated). central soxce of informalmn about 
any type of carheterizadon laborxory. numbers and types oi 
Qrocrdorc~ prrformed. the loca1mn~ scrxd. and so on. 
cost beiaccn cardiac cathelerizalions in traditional labon- 
toria and less Iraditional settings (8.191. Although in theory 
it reem~ that ambulatory cathstsriration in any sellmg 
reprewnrs a potetmal savmgs over COSLI incurred by hospi- 
tsbzawn. rhere are limited data r&live lo the actual ma+ 
nitude of Ihe dd+rence (19). Some questions reman: Wbai 
are Ihe lotal coal implications for a given region if [here is 
further probferat~on of cathfterizauon serwces in Iha re- 
@on’! What is the response of physicians 10 the newer 
ambulatory care seltings for cathereriwlion when these 
cemers piovlde doctors wilh finaxial inccndves to increax 
ruwnuo? ,200) 
The evolution and expansion of cardiac cathelenzation 
service\ in a rapidly changing professional and induslrial 
environment have coincided with a crescendo of imerest in 
both medical and business ethics (21-23). This increased 
i~~tere$! has placed numerous ethical ddcmmas before phy 
.,cran, snd ho\p,tals who face a large number of cconor”lC 
~rrrsures. Psticnls, the public, and government are seeking 
grear n,wrances that physicians hold the best interests of 
the patwa above their own (?31 Swler et al. (241 summa- 
rued Ihe \i;uanon when they staled that rhe “centnl moral 
dtlemmz facmg coacemed patients and consc~enlious Qhysi- 
chns wday IS LU balance the n&s of patients and resp~n- 
~du!~~~er of pbyvcmns wilh Ihe rights of physicians and the 
rc\ponvbdme\ of pauents &t a. time when cocietal values and 
expcci;iuon\ we chmgmg.” This powion was endorsed at a 
recent Bcihe\da conference on ethics in cardiovascular 
mcdlcine (?3). 
The probfcratwn of cardiac catheterization services. of- 
ten removed from Ihe hospital environment. has led to 
concern\ ahool cor.fl~ct\ of interest in ownership and oper- 
ation. Some of thew vcnture~ arc limited partne;ships. with 
the cathetzri& physician as Ihe general partner and the 
referrmg phy\ician$ IIS limited partners. This is nn important 
concern bccaue nn some for-profit ambulatory care centers. 
phyriciam mcreered the number of laboratory tests and 
x-ray, performed per patient visit when financial inccntivcs 
were provided (201. Ownership by physicians who operate. 
or refer patients to. laboratories could lead to serious pmb- 
Iem\. The\e concern\ are similar to those raised about 
rddtologists v:orking m x-ray facilities and surgeons opetal- 
ing in surgical centers in which they have a financial inleresl. 
Conflictr of inwrest cdst when a physician. as owner or 
investor. may benefit financially over and above the fee for 
service when procedures are done (23.25-D). 
Cardiolognts who also operate catheterization laboraro- 
ric\ are in a unique position: they can refer patients seen in 
clinicitl xttings to their own catheterization laboratory prac- 
licei l23.25.28.30). It is not unuual for the cardiologist who 
maLes the inbial clinical awz~smcnt. which includes diag 
noetic studie\ such ah the electrocardiopram (KG), 
echocardiogram. and stren test. to also recommend funher 
diagnostic testing. such as catheterization. This same cardi- 
ologist might then perform the catheterization and make 
further recommendations for, or even perform, therape?ic 
cathctcriration procedures such as percutaneous trdnslwd- 
nal coronary anglopla~ty IFTCAI. Although the cardiologist 
may recewe a fee for each of thcsc procedures. this does not 
neccwtrily represent a contlict of interest, for which there is 
little public tolerance (?3.25.28,3@. if the procedures were 
done for justifiable m dical reasons. 
A\ carhctcrization service) are established in rural areas, 
there is a po,Gbility of close association with, and even 
owncnhip by. large group practices or health maintenance 
orgamration\. There i* atso potemial for self-referral of 
patienti within a large emup partnership. 
of catheterization results and complications in the’newei 
cudrac catheteriation settings. The potential for conflicts of 
intac~t is compounded ii data are collected and reported by 
the referring cardiologist who is also the catheletizing car- 
dlologlst and who also haa a business imcrcsl in the labora- 
tinue. intense local competition could occur. resulting in the 
potential for suppression of clinical data on adverse events. 
Increasing local pressures could also produce a need to 
maintain an unreasonably low cost and low adverse event 
rate to solicit third party-payer contracts. eventually resulf- 
ing in reduced quality of care. 
Becane many of these new catheterization services are 
small business ventwes, advertising IS not unexpected. A 
general concern is that advertising may tarnish lhe image of 
the entire cardiology community and increase costs when 
dircctcd at increasing patient interest in a particular physi- 
cian-owned laboratory. Questions about the use of investi- 
gational rardiac catheterization devices as a marketing ploy 
have also surfaced when these devices are used in a setting 
without B past iword of interest in clinical investigation. The 
role of industry as initiators in the “seeding” of non- 
investigationally oriented clinical practice catheterization 
laboratories is another concern. particularly when the seed- 
ing is done solely to gain a marketing edge on other “inves- 
tigational” catbeterizatton devices. 
Definitions 
To facilitate meaningful communications and recommen- 
dations about these concerns. it seems appropriate to first 
define different catheterization settings before preparing 
recommendations and guidelines for physical facilities, per- 
sonnel. and patients. 
For the purposes of this review and subsequent dialogue, 
it id helpful to classify cardiac catheterization laboratory 
settmps as traditional and nontraditional. Because there is no 
official guide. a central information source would be helpful 
and is strongly recommended to maintain data on the types. 
numbers. locations. regions served. and services performed 
by each catheterization facility. On a national level, orga- 
nized cardiology should consider developing this service and 
updating it yearly. On a local level, state planning agencies. 
medical societies, or American College of Cardiology chap- 
ters should consider taking an active role to provide updated 
information on cardiac catheterization services. 
There are several types of traditional cardiac catheterira- 
lion laboratory facilities, the term ‘traditional‘ meaning that 
these laboratory facilities are organized and operated bhys- 
ically and administratively in a hospital. One type of labora- 
tory is operated tn a hospital with in-house cardiovascular 
surgical support. These lnborntories may offer full service or 
focus on a specialized service. Examples of specialized 
laboratories are therapeutic (interventional). electrophysio- .o 
tory. Should uncontrolled proliferation of laboratories con- ,ag,ca,. am peammc cametenzauon luooralonen. *no,ner 
type of laboratory is operated in a hospital in which there i\ 
no in-house cardiac surgery wppoI1. Thla type of laboratory 
offers limited service. 
Full-service laboratory with iwhouw cardiowcular sur- 
gery. In this type of bcility. both dragnoac (e.g.. ““glo- 
graphic and physiological) and therapeutic procsdurr, are 
performed on the heart and great vessels for a wide variety 
of cardiovascular diseases. Depending on volume and csw 
load. some hospitals may conlain more than one buch 
laboratory. A laboratory of ihic rype rhould be fully 
equipped and ,laRed. as oudincd in Appendixes C and D. w 
Ihat excellence in diagmxk and therapy is awined at 
minimum risk to the paticnr. It chould operate at “ear- 
oplimum capacity tojustify the expenbe of operauo”. men 
lain the skdls and teamwork of Ihc ooeratorr and Mi. md 
provide maximum patienl and opcr&r safety The need for 
documentalion of resu11s is discuaxd in Aopcndil C. 
Specialized service laboratary with in.h”i& cnrdiovascular 
surgery. The services of this type of facility are iocuwd on 
a specific area of interest. Laboraiories of this type ~~suzlly 
exist in hospit& that also have full-serwce carhetenzalio” 
laboratories. The specialized laboratories mull be organircd 
and operate in the nne oplmwm fashion described for 
full-service laboratories. bu! Ihey also reqmre \pccxdiccd 
equipment and resources. The needs for ~affiing :md docu- 
mentation of resulls and complicallons for \pecraliled labo- 
ratories, as well as suggested laboratory srra”geme”,c. ilre 
outlined in Awendixer C and D. 
Some exa&es of specialired laboratorio arc worthy oi 
further discussion. Diagnostic laboratorie\ “my oft& only 
diagnostic proccdurcr and should be supervised by a” oper- 
ator experienced in diagnostic cathelenzation. Other hospl- 
~1s may have separate rherapeuric bnlcrventionsl) kihorato- 
ries for the perfommnce of coronary angiupknty. periphcrel 
angioplasly. and balloon valvuloplarly. although Ihc?e pro- 
cedures do not necessarily require a dediculcd \pecnalved 
laboratory. Therapeutic laboratones should be supervixd 
by aphysician experienced in diugnordc cathcterizaw” who 
has additional tnini”g and ehprrli~e I” the rpccwlixd 
therapeutic procedure performed. Phg\ician\ prriormmg 
these therapeulic procedures. whciher I” a full-*enice or 
specmlired facility. must show evidcnw of proper treinl”: 
and skill before they are crede”t$led. A low complication 
rale must also bc documemed as s” ongoing review pr”ces\. 
Laboratory penonncl cim oi,e” have ihc \;w”e \hdl\ .a\ ,ho,e 
employed in B full-wvice laboratory. bul rhry rcqun 
special training in pzdient obwwrio” sd mwtpmenl and 
in the use of special equipment 1e.g.. Mluo” c.ahclw.. 
laws. and afhcrxtomy device<,. Thempeuitc kihor;,rortc, 
may hwc *pcciidircd rccnrd,“g cqunpmenr rcqutrcme”t\ 11. 
is important to rccmptwi,c th;” c;mh;c \urgicdl rupporl for 
there labomtone\ rnwf be 1”.house and mnnrdiately avail- 
able. Although a “xc”, rcpoll 131) fr,m, Norrhem Irel:m”d 
implies that adequate managemc”~ ol xw curon~~ry artery 
disease after PTCA can he achwed in ho\pil;d\ wIthout 
in-huu,c wrgcry. thn\ I& forw re,uct* Ihl\ “oiio” for 
iaborxone\ I” the Unircd Slates. More tba” one rhxd of 
dcutC “cclu\lo”~ ,I1 or 32) occurnnp after PTCA were 
“handled mcdlcally” airer u”\ucce,si”l altempn at redila- 
do? I” the Inch repon. A! least three patientr died lrclaicd 10 
acute coronary occhxions). This high frequency of acute 
occlwio”. hadied who”! emergency wrsery. after u”cuc- 
ceiiiul a~lcmplr al redilation is not cwrcntlv accentable 
practice in Ihe Umtcd Swes and was prob”bi ~“Ruenced by 
the lack ui In-how cardiac wrgcry. In add”ion. the werage 
deiay for thwc %“I Lo surgery wa> 173 minutes. ahichis 
ill<” not acceptable I” the United States. Emergency cardiac 
surgery a” be started in “lo%1 ho\pmdc p”hl” X1-G 
m~““ieb ior cnticsl cases with acute UCC~UII~” ait?r PTCA 
Cimiral electrwksiolw labaratorv. A” rlcclroohrwl- 
ogr labor;~lory mu\! bc supervised by a Iraiincd and c\pcn- 
rnced cbmcal eleclropbysiologist Physician\ opcri:!i”t: in 
Ihe iaboraw) mu\1 be rhoroukhly warned I” ,he ,“rerprc;:,- 
liu” and lrcatmcm of srrhythmw and conducdon dnorders. 
ProviGon\ for pacing. defibrdlatio”. and rewc~~o” “wr 
be immcdawly ~watlable. Specialized equtpment needs 
should ~Iknv for complete elrwoph~uolo~ical wdy of 
panem\ unh a”~ tvpe of cardiac electrical disturbance. The 
Icrhnicol %dT of other type% of laboratoric\ should “or bc 
wed in clcrwoph>dology li,boraior,e~ ,l.ilhom ,“-dcp,h cpe- 
cial trai”w2. 
Pediatri diagnvslic andlor therapeutic catheterization lab- 
oratory. Thor <pcwlired laboralory should be aperviced 
by a pcdmlnc cardiologist and mu\! be wpponcd b) pedi- 
i”lrlc c.nhdc wr&?cry .i”d pedrahic anerthcw,. Thu wmbcr 
of \lud~cx requtrcd for opnmum u,e of wch i, li,horatory I, 
Iowcr than ior a “onpedialric labor.mry bur should be 
xdequa for ihc mau,,c”a”ce of operaong ewellence ,scc 
Appendi\ CI. Bipkmc wsa”g!ogri,phkz equlpmea mwl b< 
.wul;~ble I” thl\ type of laboratory IU obtain quehty wdis< 
ahilo kr‘cpmg contrw iagent volume al safe level’i. Proper 
temperalure regukllio” equipme” 15 rcq”ucd for the “eo- 
“ate. 
Laboratories without in-house cardiavacculsr surgery. Al- 
though II may he po\\ible for a cardiac cathelenzalmn 
Ik~horxor) 10 iwcr~on aell in a” i”Llitution whorl a cardmc 
surgical progran these iabornione~ wdi offer limited rerv- 
se,. fo tunclion. formal armngcmcnl~ bcwce” thn type oi 
laboralol y and d hospilal with cardiovascular aargcry mw 
be made. Theru xmngements must be recorded and period- 
ically updxtcd ID i:.ciktaw palien? care and rapid information 
~r;m\ier ahen “cceawy. Rcgulalory a~eenc~es and third- 
pafly romhurrement agencies should rcquirc that the% 
ormngcmenrs he documcntcd ;a”d reviewed on B w&r 
ha% L.:homtone~ wrhour surgery auaik*hk o” ae wilj 
.&u WC Icw variety in the condillon of p;aic”l\ wdcrgatnp 
s~idui!lio” heu;wr rhea must exercise wrlw~dar caution IO 
complicslio”\ should he reieencd 10 ccnlcn where on-vie 
wpery is ;wad.~hls for .tsbdiration snd diagnostic cathcrer- 
iaho” procedurei. Dingnovir procud”rc\ Ihat may be as- 
so&ted with B relatively hi8h complication rate. such as regular hospital-baaed laboratory would operate the mobile 
transseptal puncture or transthoracic left ventricular punc- 
ture. should not be perfomed in a hospital without cardiac 
surgical sup~.ort. Myocardial biopsy also should not be done 
without surgical support. Infants and children are another 
high-risk group and should be catheterized only in an insti- 
tution that hes an established pediatric cardiovascular sur- 
gical program. Therapeutic procedures such as PTCA and 
balloon valvuloplasty must not be attempted without in- 
how cardiac surgical support. All procedures that require 
extracorporeal circulation in the laboratory must have for- 
mal consultation with a cardiothoracic surgeon whenever the 
use of this type of support is contemplated. In some emer- 
gency situations. however. formal consultalioo may not be 
oossible. 
The freestanding eardise eatheterimtion taboratory. A free- 
standing cardiac catheterization laboratory is a laboratory 
that provides catheterization services but i: no: physically 
attached to a hospital, and may or may not be under hospital 
administration. It may be located adjacent to a hospital, near 
a hospital. or even miles from a hospital. “Adjacent” is 
taken to mean so close that patients could be transported by 
gurney from the freestanding laboratory to the hospital 
providing cardiac surgical support. 
tton, a mobile laboratory for cardiac catheter&i& is an 
entire laboratory, consisting of a single unit or multiple units 
The mobile cardiac catheterization laboratorv. Bv defini- 
laboratory and would use all quality assur&e and adminis- 
trative procedures followed by the hospital. 
A variation of this type of laboratory may be one provid- 
ing catheterization services only intermittently on a recur- 
ring basis. Again, patients could be moved from the tempo- 
rary catheterization laboratory to the hospital by gurney: 
however, this laboratory may or may not be under the 
quality a~wrance and administrative control of the hospital. 
If it is, the hospital mut provide written guarantees of 
quality assurance. 
The mobile curhrrerizarion luborurorv with thr swmr~ of 
a hospilnl thnt does no, have nn a&e cordio~~srrda~ 
swpicnlprokmm. Physically. this is the type of laboratory 
described above. except that the haspilal near which it 
operates does not have cardiac surgical support. Ifemergen- 
ties arise during catheterization, patients tn~st be tram- 
ported by ambulance (land or helicopter) to a hospital with 
surgical support. In this setting, the hospital providing the 
surgical support must formalize the support agreement in 
writing and oversee quality ~ssttrattce. 
to the hospital BI which cardiac surgical suppw is provided. 
The task force does not believe that adequate arrangements 
The con~pletsly mobile and rrmporary cardiac carherer- 
izorion lobnrnrory wirbo~rr hospiral hook-up, surgical back- 
up. or adminimotion. This type of mobile catheterization 
laboratory is entirely freestanding. without immediately 
available hospiral or surgical support. Patients must be 
moved by air or land ambulance if emergencv hospital care 
is needed. Likewise. oatients must be moved hv ambulance 
joined together, that is transportable by land. sea, or air. for these emergency services could be demonstrated in our 
This type of laboratory may stay in one location on a current technological environment. 
temporary basis. Sometimes. bv the addition of side oanels 
or the cdmbination of several movable units into a’single 
unit. the laboratory is referred to as a “modular” laboratory. 
Tlw csscntial element in the definition of these facilities is 
tha! the laboratory is. or can be made, transponable to 
another location. In practical terms. the mobile cardiac 
catheterization laboratory provides catheterization labora- 
tory services in one location and then may be quickly 
relocated. usuaiiy by being hauled behind a truck, and 
rapidly set up to provide services at another location (18). 
Several type of mobile catheterization laboratories extst: 
The mobdc carhrrcriwrion laborruo~ nwirh hospirni aud 
emrrgmcy curdiowmrdar rargical support. This kind of 
laboratory is transpo’!able, !empwary. and adjacent to a 
hospital with a functioning cardiac catheterization program 
and cardmc surgic>I capability. Again. “adjacent” is taken 
10 mean so clox- that patients can be transported by gurney 
Recommendarions for Laboratory 
Development, Design, and Operation 
Many cardiac catheterization laboratories are without 
surgical back-up. Despite this fact, there is little documen- 
tation of patient safety, laboratory quality, and need. The 
cautious attitude to be taken toward such facilities and their 
development is particularly necessary for the development 
of nontraditional (e.g., freestanding or mobile) laboratories. 
Patient safety and other quality indications must be docw 
mented in the future through well designed clinical trials and 
careful prospective collection of data. Only through data 
from such studies documenting need, safety, and cost reduc- 
tion can commitment of resources be justified. 
A recommer,dation for the development of new facilities 
or exsansion of existine cardiac cethelerization services 
from the tcmponry laboratory to the ho&l. It isantic;. must be based on pat&need Documentation of this need 
pated that this kind of laboratory service will provide cath- must be determined from objcctivc estimates of the number 
ctcrization services during installation ofa new laboratory or of patients residing within ageographic area with known or 
loss of a laboratory doe to equipment failure or fire for suspected cardiac diseases that meet generally accepted 
example. In such cases the laboratory would he used only indications for catheterization laboratory study. Because the 
temporarily and. although transportable. would remain on a task force could And no uniformly acceptable criteria to 
single site m 811 times. Hospital personnel who staff the define the need for a new laboratory, a very cautious 
approach to the development of new laboratory services is 
recommended. MN patient5 already live less than 30-60 
Recommendations for Catheterization of 
minutes away (by land or air ambulance) from an exating 
Patients in Different Settings 
laboratory. When a need can be documented. a traditional in any cathctcrrzarion setting. patient safety most bc of 
laboratory with cardiac surgery support is recommended. paramount importance and most supersede all other consid. 
Without supporting data from appropriate clinical trials. the eralion,. Two recent ACCIAHA task force reports have 
development of new laboratories without cardiovascular outlined gudelines for appropriate selection of patients for 
surgical back-up cannot be recommended at thic time. coronar! angrography (321 and I’fCA (33) m the rradnional 
In general. recommendations for admininratlon. penon- inpatient laboratory setting. Clearly. not all patients eligible 
nel. staffing, use of the laboratory evaluation of pctior- for coronary angiogmphy. and no patients undergoing 
maoce. and conduct of the examination are the same for 
traditional and nontraditional laboratoriec. For the nontradi- 
PTCA. should be considered candidates for ambulatory 
tional laboratory. specific areas that require emphasis are the 
cathetenzaoon: and although many clinically stable patienrs 
need for a formal agreement by a hospital to prowde 
with coronary artery. valvular. congenital. or mywardial 
emergency surgical suppat and quality assurance. lo add)- 
disease may be evaluated appropriately in the ambulatory 
!ion, it is imperatise that if the patient is hospitalned. the 
setting. placmg any patient at 89 mcreased risk for the sake 
catheterization records and tine films be stored in that 
of patient convenience or mo~tetary savli~gr cannot be COD 
dotted. 
hospital if the procedure is performed in one of the newer. 
nontraditional catheterization facilities. If the patient i! 
Published ob$ctwc data on rigorous analysis of the risks 
ambulatory. records and films should remain with rhc patient 
of ambulator) catheterization are limited. Most reports are 
at the holding area. which may be phy&dly removed from 
bssed on athetcriation laboratory evaluation of ambula- 
the laboratory. After the patient leaves the holding area. 
tory pahem\ in a ho:pital environment. These reports sug- 
the% documents most be stored where they can be promptly 
gc)t that ambulalory catheterization performed in selected 
retrieved if an emergency. such a~ a late complication or 
adult (7-101 and pediatric patient population% may be done 
rapid disease pmgressian. arises. (See Appendixes C and D 
ssfeiy t I I I. Thew studies. however. exclude nany patients 
for recommendations for laboratory development. design, 
on the awnnption that cenain subsets of patients who are at 
and operation.) 
higher ri,k are inappropriate candidates for ambulatory 
cardiac catheterization. In the only controlled study re- 
Types of Procedures 
A number of p.ncedaes may be done in any laborator, 
setting. The different types of cardiac catheterization pure- 
dares that may be performed should be slandardlrd m 
nomenclature and description. A uniform descr+ton for 
each of these prcadws is provided in ApprnJ~x E. 
Types of Parienrs Undergoing Cntheteriznrion 
Patients undergoing cardiac catheterization may be clap- 
sified as ambtdatory patients or inparients. The ambulatory 
patient does not stay in the hospital overnight. This d&m- 
lion excludes patients who spend either the night before or 
after the prcckdure in the h&&l. even though they may 
spnd less than 24 hours in the hosiral. However. thts 
definition does include patients who spend a night before or 
after the procedure in a hotel. the holdtng area of the 
laboratory. or other nonhospital iacility. The patient who 
spends 23 hottrs to the facilitv is clearly not considered an 
ambulatory patient. Ambulatory patients should be at low 
risk for complications from cardiac catheterization or rapid 
disease acceleration. All other patients likely to undergo 
cardiac catheterization procedures are considered Inpatients 
for the purposes of thi, document. In general. inpatients are 
those at somewhat higha rirk for complicatioos associated 
with catbeterizaion or for rapid dwzarz xc&ration. 
ported to date comparing inpatient and ambulatory pmcc- 
dures. an estimated 80% of candidates for cardiac catheter- 
iLilnor were excluded for ambulatory catheterization 
because the risk was not thought to be acceptable (12). 
Despite thts rigorous rcrecning. urgent hospitalization was 
stdl required in 12% of those evaluated in the ambulatory 
catheteriratian setting. These dara strongly suggest that the 
decision IO perform ambulatory cardiac catheterization must 
be made cautiously. funhemtorc. reponr from uncoamlkd 
trtals in which the majority of patients were not excluded as 
candidates sopnt that ditferent populations of patients may 
have been studied. It most be recognized that no absolute 
gudebnes can be derived from existing data that will permit 
reliable c?.cIusioo of all patients potentially at risk for 
complications. Furthermore. a small but significant propor- 
tion of serious catheterization-related complications OCCUF 
suddenly and unexpectedly dunng or after a procedure 
(5.341. Thus. before ambulatory catheterization. plans musl 
be formabred for urgent hor$!x!ization and s&al care 
after catheterization should the need arise. For ambulatory 
ca!hetenrarion m a limited-service laboratory without in- 
hawe cardiac surgery. it is mandatory that these arrange- 
ments be formalized before the first patient is studied. These 
agreements must be available for review and periodically 
updated. Before catheterization. the patient most be in- 
formed about possible urgent botpitalization arrangetnents. 
A realistic discussion of the p‘tential risks associated with 
possible delays. particularly those related to the nontradi- 
timid ;a\pecrs and the setting of the ambulatory procedure. 
hhould be prercnlcd heforc obteming mfcrmed conrcnl. 
The gwdclmc* recommended here ore based on task force 
diwGon\ about the clinical abihly of’phyrician~ 10 eliml- 
nzie from candidacy for ambulatory procedures mo~l of the 
p;tiienl\ al hgh ri\k lfrkilled clinic81 risk walilication is not 
arvilahle or If Ihe patient require\ ho\pil;llization for any 
caosc. ambulatory calhcterizallon rhould not hc performed. 
Thoc guideline, arc *Iruclurcd to conform wrh other ACCi 
AHA guideline\. that is. Claar I describes conditions in 
which rhcrc IS general agreement lhat ambulatory catheter- 
iztatlon can hc safely penformed. Class III describes condi- 
tion\ in which there is general agreemenl lhal ambulatory 
csrhclcnratlon in any selling is clearly mappropriale. and 
Ckvr II dcwlhcr condmon, in which there are dtfcrences 
of opimon. l3ecause Ihc vask force found data adequate lo 
jwrtfy cxcIuwo of some palienls from Lrealment in certalo 
cathelcrlzation laboratory settings. Class Ill indications are 
prewnled first. This presentation seems lo more definitively 
exclude ceruon pal~enfs for tresm~ent in special laboratory 
wings. ‘These guldclines illro apply lo catheterization in 
any *cuing wilhoul m-hoapiml cardiac surgical support. 
Candidulc* arc conGlered generally and also in specific 
dware sates to conform with the ACCIAHA task force 
guidelines for coronary ongiography 13% 
catheterization in general are outlined in Table I. These data 
are useful 10 help identify those who are ~1 gre~lebt risk for 
adverse oulcomes of ambulatory catheterization. Fealures 
of other patients at potentially increased risk for adverse 
ouIcomeb of amhuktlory catheterization are summwized in 
Tahlc 2. Because some comphcationa that occur during 
cathcwiration may require immed$te accebs to a hospital 
and of!rn lo cardiac rurpery. patients at highest risk for 
advcrac cvenl~ mut not undergo calheterirshon without 
such support. Clinically. thox at grealest risk include the 
very young and very old (more than 75 years). (hole wilh 
imponam lNYHA funclional class III or IV) congeslive 
hear! falure rymplorm. those with acotc or unslahlc iach- 
crmc ayndromca fe p,. unable angina or acw myocardial 
infwclion). and those with noninvasive tests showing severe 
irchemia 132). Patients with suspected or known extensive 
coronary artery disease (e.g., left main or lhreewssel) and 
those with reduced left ventricular systolic funclion 1c.g.. 
e3ecuon fraction less than or equal 10 35%) arc potcnlially at 
greater risk. Suspcclcd SCVC~C or modcralely ~evrre aorlic . .._.. 
particularly in patienlb with Poor left ventricular Function or 
clinical heart failure. 
Because vascular complications may nor become appar- 
en! unlil several hours after the pmcedure and may require 
urgent surgical repair. Patients o1 high risk for vascular 
complications are also not candidales for ambulatory proce- 
dures or procedures done in settings without in-house v&s- 
cular surgical support. This category includes patients with 
severe peripheral vascular disease. severe syslolic hyperten- 
sion. a bleeding dialheaio. need for continuous aoricoagula- 
lion therapy. or severe obesity. Renal insufficiency. very 
frequent ventricular eetopy. a hlstory of contrast allergy. 
severe chronic obstructive lung dissax. unslablc diabrtes 
melldus. conlcosteroid dependency. or generdbzed debd~y 
may predispose padems to complicauons. In paoems wrh or 
withau, congenifal heart diszze. the presence of pulmonary 
hypertension or anenal desawrstion also increases the n>k 
of the procedure. Patients with any of these condltlons can 
bentfit from hospitalization in lhat a posvblc compbcdfion 
may be prevented or its impact lessened irom prompt 
recognition and correction. 
General Criteria for Exclrrsion From 
Ambulatory Cuthererizntion 
Based on the above description of in&nrk pa,,m,~ 
some general exclusion criteria have been developed and 
should apply regardless of the specific dwarc slalc bemE 
investigated. 
Clasr III 
I, Geographic remoteness (more than I hr.or drive) from 
the laboratory with inadequate or unreliable follow-up 
likely “VW the next 24 hours 
2. A” interven,ional lheraoeulic orocedure le.%. PEA or 
valv”loplas,y) 
3. Infancy 
4. Noncandidacy for cardiac cathelerizahon because of 
other circumstances (e.g.. fever. active infeclion. severe 
anemia or elecrrolyte imbalance. bleedmg drathests. 
unconrrolled sys,emic hypenensi”” nrr(t@nl~ tnricdyl 
5. Transient cerebra! iscbemic episodes or recent \,roke 
(less iian I month before) 
6. Suspected severe pulmonary hypertension 
7. Severe peripheral vascular disease 
8. Severe insulin-dependent diabetes 
9. Noninvasiveies,ing4a,asugges,~“g,ha,de,ec,ed~rchem- 
ia may be arsocialed wi,h Q high n\k for advcr\e 
outcome (see Appendix F) 
clasr II 
1. Hisrory of c”“,ras, matenal allergy 
2. More than 75 years old 
3. Severe obesity 
4. Generalized debility or dementia 
5. Frequent ventricular arrhythmias 
6. Renal insufficiency Wum creauninc more lhdn ! m#dl) 
Patients who arc n”, wndidatrs f”r elrc~ivr cmhe~nra- 
tion under any conditions arc “bviomly ““I c;mdlda,e\ for 
ambulatory catheterization. Thor include pa,x”,s wdh fe- 
ver. active infection. severe anemia or electrolyle imbal- 
ance. bleeding diathesis. uncontrolled hyprrien\ion. or dip_ 
i,alis ,“xicdy. Beyond Ihe% broad CICIU~IO” criteria. 
however. one must comidcr tba, ;m~bulat”r: pauenls udl be 
in a” unmonitored. “““medical r”v~r”nmcnt lmmcdvalrly 
after leaving the ambulatory care holding .W:L They are ,hub 
a, n?k for porsmral problems rhat might. ,n a momrored 
ho>pi,al xl,mg. bc readily rewlved befurc resulting in 
\en”u~ complcauons or rhelr consequences. Some exam- 
oleb mwh, be u”rec”e”,red hvootens,“” I” a “awn, ui,h 
\e\‘ere &nary me, dire&or unrecognnd hypenen- 
sion I” a p;men, udh heart fadure. Factors associared wrh 
increewd mortably from carheterwnrion appear i” Table I. 
Climcai fcat~ro of pa,ic”,s who may bc a, increased nsk 1” 
!m onsuperwed environmen: so”” after the procedure are 
de\cr,bed in Tahlc 2. 
Numcrun~ rc”“r,b have documenisd that c”“ewive 
hear, fadore &cases ca,he,enzar,on-related mu~bidny 
tj.W-36) Smdarly. wwable ischcmlc syndromes. such as 
umlsblc rat angina or aco,e myocardial infdrctm” and ,hc 
exirems~ of age, conlribute 10 a highrisk pr”fils (Claa, III). 
Renal m&icieoc? (creainine m”re lhan 2.0 midI) often 
w”rse”s after cow-as, media administration. probably be- 
caw “f ctrher renal vas”cons&iction or dtrec, renal tabular 
toxicit! 1371. I, rem&s ““clear whether newer. low-osmolar 
cootrat age”,, reduce the risk of contrds,.related renal 
~n~uff~~encv 081 and whelher fx,on other than serur” 
creatmnc idemd) rhose a, high nsk W9.101. Contrart allsr- 
gic responses vary from mild le.&. unicaria) 10 sevlcre Ic.g.. 
a”aphyla&i. and all occur more frequendy in atopic indi- 
v~dual, and I” ,h”,s ui,h a hismry ofcontras, rexlions 1411. 
Loa o~!~olar cormas, agems cause less histamine release 
KI and are a~\oc!ared wilh a lower tncldence of hemod\- 
“amw. elcc!r”cardi”_gaphic. and allergic reactions 133.4& 
Mos, of rhe other !wher risk tClars ,111 charaaerirtic, rela,e 
to c”“cer”\ .ib.x! rhe patient‘s exposure to an unmonilored 
nonmedical cn~~ronmen, so”” sfter a wexsful invasive 
procedure. The% charactcrislics mclude piorlj r”“,rolled 
dnbrter. recent xrmke. ventricular arrhythmia revere pui- 
mortar) hyperlenx”“. and high nsk for v”~c”Iar complica- 
uonr (e.g.. marked obesity and sevcrc peripheral vascular 
di\eu\el. 
AS a general rule. only padents with slable symptoms 
should be candtdates for ambulatory cardiac cntheteriration. 
Wtienta wrb unstable symptoms or any other clinical fca- 
We> ~ugge)tmg a higher risk for csrdinc or vascular com- 
plications (Class 1111 should be studied aa inpatients. The 
only x,u”g I” which patients a, modcrate rick for compli~ 
c,d,o”s may be safely slodied I” a” ambolalury selling is the 
howital-based labom,“ry with in-house cardiac surgical 
b&up. Only those at lowat risk Klass II should be 
candidates for .,mbula,ory procedures in bettings withour 
immediate in-howe cardiac c”rg~aI auppor,. In lhir regard. 
hospdul-baxd ambulalory cardiac cs,he,enza,io” without 
wrgxal support offers Ihe advantage “ver freeslanding and 
mobile facdmes of postprocedure moniloring in a medical 
tamponade requiring prompt surgical repair. The risk of 
thrombotic events associated with a reduction of warfarin 
dose in prosthetic mechanical valve patients may be low 
enough to allow an ambulatory catheterization procedure to 
be safely performed, but there is difference of opinion 
when anticaagulationcann01 be interrupted. Anticoagulation 
should not be interrupted in patients with previous throm- 
boembolic episodes. heart failure with atrial fibrillation. 
or valves at high risk for thrombosis. Patients with suspected 
severe pulmonary hypertension are at increased risk for 
death. The presence of severe left ventricular dysfunction 
(i.e., ejection fraction less than or equal to 35%) also 
contributes to an increased risk for catheterization, re- 
gardless of symptoms. And finally, whether the presence 
of a valve lesion associated with mild symptoms :nd mod- 
erate left ventricular dysfunction (i.e.. ejection fraction less 
than or equal to 45% but greater than 35%) provides an 
unacceptable risk for ambulatory catheterization is contra 
versial. 
envimnmenl. which may prevent or lessen the consequences 
of some complicatmns and provide ready access to noncar- 
disc sureical tw.. vawlar) supponL. Criteria for exclusion 
in a hos$-based laboratory &h immediate cardiac surgi- 
cal sumnn are summarized in Table 3 and are modified for 
the s&g without such support in Table 4. Each disease 
category is divided into generally accepted and controversial 
guidelines for exclusion as explained above. 
Known or suspected commry altory dii. Patients with 
suspected coronary artery disease who are at highest risk for 
complications are those with unstable symptoms and those 
with more extensive disease. Many patients in the latter 
group can frequently be prospectively identified by assess- 
ment ofclinical factors that may predispose the patient o the 
presence of coronary disease (45) and by the use of exercise 
electrocardiogram @CC), exercise or pharmacological 
stress thallium, or radionuclide angiogmphy studies suggcst- 
ing severe ischemia, high risk for adverse outcome. and 
possible left main or severe multivessel disease (32.46). 
Many studies have shown that the presence of congestive 
heart failure increases the risk of cardiac catheterization. 
and these patients (Class Ill) pre best studied as inpatients in 
case the procedure worsens heart failure. Patients with 
iscbemic cardiomyopathy and stable symptoms, left ventric- 
ular aneurysm, and reduced left ventricular ejection fraction 
with mitral regurgitation may also he at increased risk from 
the procedure and are best studied in a setting in which 
prolonged monitori!tg is available. 
Known or susweted valvular disease and heart failure. 
The presence ofsevere valvular disease and heart failure 
(NYHA functional class III or IVI or poor left ventricular 
function (i.e., ejection fraction less thin or equal IO 35%) 
is a particularly high risk for catheterization. l’bpre with 
pulmonary congestion may become desaturated while su- 
pine. and coneestion mav worsen because of the effects of 
both the sup& position and the volume load resulting 
from radiwxaphic contrast administration. These patients 
may hen& f;om the use of nonionic contrast media (46). 
Patients with active endacarditis may be at particularly 
high risk and should not undergo ambulatory procedures. 
Patient9 r&vine anlicoaeulation and those with wide aulse 
pressures due 10 aortic &liiciency are at a high& risk 
for bleeding from access sites and should be studied as 
inpatients. -No TB:‘c~! requiriq left ve~tricn!w puncture 
for diagnosis should be studied in the ambulatory setting. 
There is difference of opinion whether those needing trans- 
septal puncture should be excluded; these patients are 
therefore included in Class II. There may be cixumstances. 
in very experienced hands with stable patients. in which 
traosseptal procedures could be done in ambulatory pa- 
Known or suspected congenital disease. Cardiac catheter- 
ization pmcedures in pediatric patients or patients with 
complex congenital heart disease (regardless of age) should 
be performed only in a traditional catheterization laboratory 
setting with immediate access to pediatric cardiovascular 
surgeons and operating facilities. The decision to perform 
pediatric catheterizations on an ambulatory basis rests 
largely with thejudgment oftbe pediatric ardiologisl. Many 
of the factors contributing to increased risk in patients with 
valvular disease and beat? failure that are discussed above 
(reduced ejection ttaction. symptomatic heart failure. etc.) 
also contribute to increased risk in patients with congenital 
heart disease. Besides diaenosis and ape. factors that affect 
the decision include the reliability ofthe parents or guardians 
who take the patient home and the localion of the postcath- 
eterization overnight stay (either at home or at an atfordable 
facility within easy and rapid access to the hospital). The 
patient should be fully awake. afebrile, able to take fluids for 
2-4 hours without nausea or vomiting, and have stable vital 
signs with stable cardiac rhythm and dry catheterization 
sites with warm and well perfused extremities distal to the 
catheterization sites. 
Postcatheterization overnight hospitalization is usually 
necessary if the pediatric patient requires intravenous fluids 
or medication after catheterization, if any evidence of de- 
compensation is noted, or if complications occurred during 
catheterization. including dysrhythmias or block, sustained 
hypotenrion, prolonged fever, excessive blood loss, arterial 
or venous damage, or even questionable neurological 
changes. Hospitalization is required if the patient had a 
therapeutic atheterization pmcedure, such as angioplasty, 
valv&plasty. or umbrella’ occlusion of a patent buct& 
a”~riosus, alrial septal defect, or ventricular Sef2t’d defect. If 
the patient has complex or unstable congenital heart disease, , . .^. ,. tlents. Transseptal punSure, bowever. should be performed only with cardiac surgery snpport because of the risk of ana espect?Jty II ,ne pauenr IS cya”oIIc. ne or sne IS usually 

A”;nal derak,an 
3. NYHA functional clws III or IV for conewive hear! failure 
kept overnight. Infan& should %ay “vcmigh, aiter cardiac 
cathetenzarlon. 
Hospitalization the nigh, bcforc and the night after the 
catheterization is usually required fur inlantr. patients ““- 
dergoing therapeutic catheterization. unstable patients. hy- 
poxemic patients. and pabents with dysrhythmias reqwing 
monitoring. It is also necessary when geographic con- 
srrainfs. such as living 1”” far (in terms of distance or time) 
from the hospital. o; social con~trainta. ruch as parent4 
unreliability. do nut allow an ambulatory procedure. 
Special Considerurions 
Angiography of peripheral. carotid. or pulmonary arieries 
and the a”na is often performrd by cardiologists in cardmc 
catheterization laboratories. Most clinically stable pat~enrs 
without acute symptoms of cardiovascular disease may be 
safely evaluated in the ambulatory environment As a gen- 
cral rote. no cardiac therapeutic proccdurcs in an ambula- 
t”r)~ ca,hc,crira,ion setting or a cathetcriation xumg ““t- 
side of a hospital with cardiac surgery support can be 
justified. 
Quality Assurance 
In general. the risk ~sociated with cardiac catheter&- 
lion of relatively stable patients is very low. The sample size 
required I” detect significant diUerences in even, rates is in 
the range of 3GQ.wO patients 110). Thur. monitoring of 
individual cases and operators. as well as pooling of date 
from well designed cohort type or registry studies. IS impor- 
tant. 
Meeting of quality standards may be ensured m nomm- 
ditionsl catheterizmion settings if the% unit\ are subject to 
inspection and approval by a body such as the Joint Cum- 
mission on Accreditation of Healthcare Orgamrat~on~ 
(JCAHO). These labormories should have the game ,n\pec- 
Lion and approval proceero as ,h”x requirrd for hospital- 
based facilities. Local \,a~ health repulmory ~~enc~cs cosld 
also play a role in ensuring that \fandardr of qwlity are mri 
When cardiac catheterization i\ performed on ambulatory 
patients by hospilal personnel in a ho\pi,al-equipped lahora- 
tory. there is no rea\o” fur the quality and efficacy of ther 
pmcedure to differ from those of procedure\ perf”rmed on 
inpmienr~ t 14). Ambulatory procedure\ pctiormed I” the 
hospital me usually under the quidtty cuntrol of the in- 
hospital review committee and the JCAHO. .A, prerem. it is 
no, clear to what. if any. qualit) a\rumnce group frecamd- 
inpcatheterizat~on lab”rat”rie\ ilrr to report. Thl* tak force 
generally recommend\ that a horpiml prowdmg cardmutr- 
c”ur w&al wpport f”r 1 fr~:a,mdmg or mobde catheter- 
ization lahormory ;al\o Ibc rc~pu”Ghie fari .rudenti;dmg ;md 
qmdity a~wx~e in that :.thor:ltur) F%~tl~amore. the hor- 
pinI proridmg rhc surgical ruppon should he responsible for 
includmg the laboratory in it) JCAHO accreditation pr;x;, 
to cnscrr that dppropriale records and complicatmns are 
reponed and wxr~revtewed. 
A most im,nxtmtt nsue is whether more catherenntton 
Idboratone~ may actually dtlute utilizatton and sk;ll levels 
beyond dcceprablc rlandards. Reports in the early 1980s 
suggested that many catiwenration laboiarories were “n- 
dermilired f 141. Optimal utibzation appears to be one of Ihe 
major fsaturei of a bud,-in safeguard for parrem care. 
Rufer~~d Mechnnisnn for Parieru S&y 
-\dequa,e rcrrening is one of the m”s, impown, quality 
ass”rdncc rw~surcs for the safety of patients undergoing any 
form of ambulatory cardiac catheterization. Screenm.g per- 
nuts a thorough undentanding of the pauent’r cwrent med- 
~“1 history BC dell as ripiiicant pact history and phywal 
erammar~on. In addition. pertinent labormov data should 
be awlable. The patient must he seen by the mvasirr 
cardtolcgw or the designare on the day before or the day of 
the procedure as WC,, as after the proccdurc. It is rccom- 
mended that a Mow-up telephone call be made on the ne’it 
day io cheek on the patient’s condition if the pauem was an 
ambulatory paw”,. 
heewtmg \\ntren agreements and arrangements he- 
twce” centers anh ncn,radi,ional cardiac catheterizmion 
Iah”ra!“rin and centers with total cardiovascular surgical 
capability and immediate consulting capability must be for- 
mahzed. There must be a written agreement for acceptance 
and transfer of these patients for emergency surgery or 
rwluztion and any other “ecennary care. Practice patterns 
dnd referrals of panems to institutrons and cardiovascular 
surgeonr qualitied and willmg to accept there patwmc must 
be ertablished and continually reviewed. I, must be ac- 
knonlcdgcd that a cmheterization laboratory whom in- 
how card~“v~,cular surgery may hae arranged for sevenI 
h”,pmdr 1” provide surgical and additmnal cardiology sup- 
pun. and prrcise language muL be used 1” identify which 
fxdlty i\ responsible for what. and when. Immediate and 
“rgcn, accc\x to hospital fxilities might prevent B fatal eve”, 
!n patient\ a, wme nontraditional cardiac catheterization 
!ah”ra,“ne\. Benefirr from immediate access 10 a cardiac 
\“rgicaI two, would bc les, apparcn, than benefits from 
hu\pi,ali~.~,~“n. hccuux an even smaller number of ibose 
bcnefitina from h”,piralizmioo would henefil from immedl- 
rltc c:!rd;:+c rurgcry. Data defining rates of benefit from 
~mmedmte KCC\S to swgiul teams are no, available ,141. 
,.$t ,,\I,c I, whether a iyslem of tran\parta,ion can be 
cnr”rcd for the DB,K”, who requre~ emrrt?mcy hcwitsliza- 
Ii”” durmg or \i”rtly afar cath~tertzat~on F” a nontraditional 
facility. The trawar, wvices mu\r w&de advanced life 
wppor, <.~pahili,w and m”,, he par1 of any m,mh”spi,al 
,r.,n\fer ,xgrccme”,. bccawe \omc procedure\ may take 
pl.xe in ,I rurill erwironme”, m whtch advanced life Upport 
I\ not ,,\mi:lhle Rcferrinp pl,yGcmnr. cxdtoloslsrr. and 
Recommendations Fur Avoiding Potential 
Ethical Issues 
The following paragraph, contain recommendations for 
recogwing and woidmp potential ethxai issues. To our 
howledge. Ihe% areas have not been addressed before with 
regard IU the cardrac catheterization laboratory. Surveys and 
cammem~ to ihe task force indicale a need IO call attention 
10 por\tble future problems. The following comments should 
toot be conw~ed ar wggesung that these practices are 
uidc\predd. 
The pracrice of referring B patient to the physician’c own 
tboralory for diagnostic or therapeutic caldinc catheteriza- 
lion services 07 both may not alwayr be in the be,l interest 
of the pitiicnl (21-30.48.491. To avoid losing the patient’s 
LTUJI. the csrdiologist mosl enrure that the medical appro- 
pnateness of the curdmc catheterization take precedence 
ow soy olhcr cmaidciation. including personal or group 
busines, arrangements (2X.30). The cardio!ogist who has 
dnuhtr about Ihe necessity of :he procedure or who feels the 
need for assistance in making that decision has an ethical 
re*ponGbility 10 elk anolher cardiologist for a consulu~ion. 
Second opmionr from other qualified cardiologists without 
fiscal connection 10 the primary cardiologisl and the cathe. 
ieriziltion laboratory should be recommended when ques. 
lion\ arire about the appropnalenes, of any procedure. 
‘To avoId potential conllict~ of interest. the cardiologist 
phould not have a dirccr or indirect financial interal in Ihe 
cxdiac calheleriulion lacililics IO whach hc or she refers 
patmtr l2627.50). Cardiologists musl avoid any busincrs 
or Industry arrangemem~ that might. bccawe of penonal 
financed gain. mfluence their de&low about the ewe of 
palienlx. Should B potential conflict e!isL. the ethical princi- 
ple that most guide behavior is lhal Ihc welfare of the patient 
come\ firat. Phyricwn should learn Ihc lypcr of financial 
invcamenl~ [hat are prohibited hy law. Divziowre may help 
the physlcran to deal with potential conflict\ of interest. 
While physiwn ate expecred 10 eom a living from the 
praclice of medicme. society expects that physicians will 
uhordinale their own economic interests to the intcrcsls ol’ 
the pat~eol IX). The appmpnateness of medicHI cam must in 
all owances be paramount. Under no circumstance should 
fircal coniidcration\ dictated by financial arrangements in- 
fluence patienl core. Referral of a palienr for services to a 
cai!wteriAon facility from which Ihe patient’s cardiologist 
coIIccts earnings or shares in profits based on volume 
performance is a conflicl of intererr. Remuneradon from 
manufaclurers for the use of their dwices. cathc:crs. or 
drugs is also P conflict of interest and may be illegal when the 
patient is 8150 charged for thr use of dle catheters or devices. 
More information about disclosure and impiicallons for 
physicians may he found &where (SOI. 
Sharing of fees, fee splitting, and fee fixing. Cardiologisa’ 
fees should be billed only for catheterization services pro- 
vided directly to a patient. II is unethical lo receive or offer 
a shared fee with another physician for cardiac catheterira- 
non. Likewise. it is unethical for a cardiologisl to receive an 
admission fee. referral fee. or other”kickback” or commis- 
sion for admitting or referring a patient 10 a hospital or a 
catheterizalion facilily. and no compensation of any kind 
should be based on the number ofcatheterization procedures 
or cases referred by the physician to the laboratory. Such 
practice is a form of fee splitting and is also unethical. This 
elhical principle applies not only to fees, commissions. and 
compensations received from other physicians and hospitals 
bul also 10 ihose received from manufacwers of catheters. 
medications. inslrumenls. devices. or supplies that may be 
used in Ihe catheterization setting. (This. of course. does not 
apply 10 research grams from an industrial concern.) Collu- 
sion with any health care provider for personal gain is 
unelhical. and when such arrangements involve Medicare 
funds and are construed as inducement for referral. they we 
illegal 06). Collusion with other cardiologists in an attempt 
10 fix fees for calhcterization services may also violate 
antitmst laws. 
Teaching. The word “doctor.’ comes from the Latin 
“docere.” meanmg “to leach.” The physician has a respn~~- 
sibility IO bhare knowledge with his or her patients and 
professional colleagues. Direct and clear communication 
from the cardiologist to Ihe patient (and. when appropriate. 
10 the palienl’r family) about the findings or results of 
diagnostic and therapeutic catheterization services is essen- 
tial. II is also Ihe responsibility oilhe physician to leach and 
supervise those in training. In the field of invasive cardiol- 
ogy. the altending cardiologist is responsible for the patient‘s 
welfare and musl ensure appropriate supervision ot ?stient 
can before. during. and after the procedure. It is unethical 
Id delegate lhis responsibility 10 anyone not appropriately 
cxperienccd in caring for cardiac catheterization salients. 
Wilh the padent’s consent. it is not onelhiczd ior the 
cardiologist 10 delegate Ihe performawe ofcertain aspects of 
a procedure lo assislaots. nssuming this is done under direct 
participdlory supervision (i.e.. the cardiologist must be 
proenl for the procedwe). Fellows or other physicians-in- 
training can. if.qualihed. perform certain in&&e proce- 
dures on pvlicnts if they are closely supervised al all limes 
cardiac cathelerizmion laboratory requires rhe parw~yaion 
of two cardi”logisl%. This i\ pa~t~~;darly IWC for some 
therapeutic procedaer ‘Ike mitral -~alwl”plarty Exh c.w 
diologisr direcdy ang~;lgeJ m Ihe praczdnre ii srmdcd to 
compensation c”mmc”wr~~w with thr value of hi, or her 
bi: vice’. No cudio!ogirt should be pad for a wvice that he 
or she does nor personal’y persorm II 15 uncrhical for a 
cardiologist ;” charge an oprralor ~w.t.m~‘~ fee when he or 
she has not dtrectly pariiupatrd in the cothetcrirmion. 
Unnecessary Jrrvices. Card!o:qi+ \hould neiiher pro- 
vide nor seek comoencati”” for cathelenzauon \er\~ce, 
known 10 be unnecessary. Whhout apecdic md~mon~ 
“romine” right hean catheterization. pacemaker plocemem 
during elcclivc coronary an$mgr.phy. and Gmplc coron.~! 
angioplaaty and peripheral angography :xc “nnecerury A 
charge to interpret I”“verread”, either Jata or angi”gram\ 
by ,“me”ne who has no, performed the yrocedurc I\ tin 
“nncccsaary duplication of ,srv/cc\ z,d fee\. Diitgnwtic 
anaioara”hv. when “etiormed at the *ame “me .I\ il cw~ndr~ __._ 
angioplasly. should not be billed as a wpmme \ena!. .fh> 
bill should show a combined fee. reflectine the fact dw! the 
combined procedure reduces physician I&: a\ well a the 
need for repeat anerial puncture. prehmirxy ang~ogram\. 
and I” on. The cardi”l”gi,t must be e1hir.d and rc\p”nGblc 
in all billing procedures. 
laforned e”nY”t Momled Co”%“, I\ nece\wr, for alI 
cardiovascular catheteriration pruccdure> 1501. The pericm 
should make his or her own determination dh”u! the necex- 
sity for treato.enl. The cardiologist should pre\ent the med- 
ical facts accurately to the patient (or th; lilmily or purr”” 
respansihle for the pdent‘\ care) in a mmmer the patient can 
understand. It is the phyyiciun’, obligauon to help Ihe 
““Gent choox from am”ne the VX~O”S diaenorl~c and thcr- 
~~i~twn Qiact~cc. specialty buard cerliliuali”“. I”&“” of 
Qraclice or facility. description of cathewirxion \en~es. 
and Ice \chedule Ber;lwe a cardmc c,nhe~ertrauon lahora- 
(or) gener;!,,! rece,ve\ panen,, ““I? b) profcwowl rcfcrra, 
and “01 direct\\ fr”m the oublic. I, 15 ,m~icinatcd that Ihi, 
brought to the allendun “E the Ethlo Committee of rhe 
,Amcr~~ Collcee of C;adiol”e\ 4s aell a> local medial 
Summary and Conclusions 
ape& alternalives the “&on lhat is in the patierd‘\ be*t Ir I\ cvidcnl Ihat the practice “f cardiac calheicnzauon 
imerest. Exprcrsud conxnr bhuuld he “bumcd fur pr”w ha undergone. and conlinuer I” undergo. marked chanw 
durex It i9 not appropriate 10 tint dppronch ii patient during Moxt promincm xc Ihv recent very rapid prolifcralion of 
a diacnostic Eathelenranon ;about the immedimc nece~lv c.~lheteru;man ldburaluries in general and the developmenl 
bef”&md nnd d”c”mcntcd in wrmnp m Ihc parxnl‘~ cummuntc:n~m is difficult. The new peltings are “fparlicular 
record. Howcwr. ,t I, recugmrcd thm o” mfrcqucnl “<cd- cancer” bec.u\e their Iocm~on. mobilny. organi&nion. and 
Gun> urgcnl )ilwliom ma) xix in thv Iab”r;~tory ahcn iln “W”cr,h,Q ,,“,c quesuons ;,boul the quaill) Of pX,e”t care. 
n”t ponible I” have prCQ;Ned Ihe paiienl for &il powble Mu,! ddficult 10 address arc the quXi”m about polient 
cmerzzencv inarrenli”n\. ufcr‘iy and phvaician conflict of inlcrc~l. There arc “o 
ho\p%dir;nion may be debyed. and apprupriale overrighf 
may he lackmg. Additionally. opportunilies for %lf-referral 
mny he foarcd and the perception of commercialism and 
enlrcprencurkd exces\ in prxrw crealcd All of these 
problems must hc avoided. The prowlh and dcvclopmcnr of 
wme freestanding facililic*. particularly the mohilc lahora- 
!oner. do not seem LO have been driven by an incredaed need 
I” remow communities or for temporwy supporl hut ralher 
almost exclu+ely by a dewe 10 caplure market share. 
Arcordmgly. a wnc$ of definitions. guidelines. and recom- 
mendalions for rhc laboratories ab well ab for pdtienl sclcc- 
lion bw been developed. The consensus was that a very 
rcuriclivc and cautious attilude 10 rhe newer Wlings is 
appropriare at thi\ lime. 
‘The~a~t~fic;mon for development or expansion of cardiac 
cathelerwalon wrvices must he patient need. Ducumenta- 
tion of Ihc\ need must he based on objective eslimates of the 
number of patnen!\ wh known or suspected cardiac disease 
who mea gcncrally accepted indicalion5 for lahoralory 
study. Conwrm shout Ihe lack of dala from prospeclive 
clinical Iriala of patienl safety in such a group necessilate a 
wry cautious allbode toward any new cmhelerizaiton sew- 
ice>. m panxular those without in-house cardiac surgical 
soppon. In view of rhe lack of appropriately conlrolled 
safety and need data for hospital-hued. mobile. or free- 
skmdmg laboratories operafing without on-site (accessible 
by gurney) cardiac surgery facilities. the lask force reaffirms 
rhe posilion thal funher development of these services 
canno! be endoned at thir Lime. In addition. lhcre is reason 
for major concern lhal such proliieration in catheterizadon 
servicer may contrihule lo increesing costs and troubling 
elhical qualion* 
nary physical aclivily results in fatigue. palpitalion. dyn- 
onea. or angina1 pain. 
Patienls wilh cardiac disease resulting in marked limita- 
don of pilyrical aclivily. They are comfortable at rest. 
Less lhan ordinary physical aclivity causes fatigue. pal- 
pitation, dyspnea. or anginal pain 
Class IV 
Patients wilh cardiac disease resulling in inability lo 
perform any physical activily wifhoul discrmfon. Symp 
lams of cardiac insufficiency or angina1 synd!ome may he 
present even at rat. If any physical activily is under- 
taken. discomfort i$ increased. 
APPENDIX B 
Grading of Angina of Effort by rhr Cmodiun 
Cwdiovuscrdur Sociely 
I. “Ordinary physical activity [such a> walking or climh- 
ing stairs] does :.OL cause angina” (angina occurs wilh 
strenuous or raoid or oroloneed exertion at work or recrea- - 
lion) 
II. “Sigh1 limiradon ofordinary activity” (angina occurs 
wilh walking or climbing stairs rapidly. walking uphill, 
walking or &air climbing aRer meals. in cold or wind. under 
emolional wess. or only during the few hours after awak- 
ening, walking more than two blocks on the Ieve:. or 
climhine more than one iliehl of ardinarv stairs at a normal 
pace an> in normal condi&nsl . 
111. “Marked limila!ion of ordinary physical activity” 
(angina occun with walking one io two blocks on Ihc level or 
climbing one Right of shirs in normal conditions and at 
normal pace) 
IV. “Inability 10 carry on any physical aclivity wilhoul 
discomfon-angina1 syndrome mnv be presenla1 resl” 
APPENDIX C 
No!<,; The clasrificalion of patienls accoldmg lo cardiac Rrc~onlme,ld~~rions for Loborcrlory Operctrion 
functional capecily is only B pan of the information needed 
fo plan the managcmcnl of the paticnl‘a activilieb. A rccom- 
lnlrrdisciplinbry Inleraclion, Support Services, and Fwil- 
mend&on or plescnptioo for physical acdvity should he 
ilies. For optimal results and safety ol cardiac calheterira- 
based on informabon derived from many sources. The 
tion. interdisciplinary inleraclion among adull cardiology. 
functmnal clswficsrios 13 8” esbmate of what aclivilies lhc 
pediatric cardiology. cardiovascular radiology. and cardio- 
paucnl‘s hcdrl will hllow and should not bc mflucnccd by Ihc 
vascular surgery is essential l5lS?l. .4ll nut he immedi. 
character of the slructur~l lesion or an opinion about 
alcly available for assisvwe. Although surgical back-up is 
trerlmenl or progno\,\. 
no! required for all cases. it should be immediately available 
for high-risk patient\. Certain procedures. including percu- 
Clau I laneous lnnsluminal coronary augioplasty IPTCA). valvulo- 
Panema wth cardwc disease but wnhout rcwking bmi- plwy. myocardisl biopsy, ~rana\eplal cathewrizaiton. and 
tations of phywal sclwily. Ordinary physical activity direcr left ventricular puncwe. should only he performed in 
doe5 not cane undue fdtuye. pdlpilation. dyspnea. or a lahora~ory with in-houx? surgical support. lnfanls and 
angina1 pan. children or pdlicnta wilh known or rwpected complex 
Clasl II congeni!>l hear. diwase should noI anderpo cardiac cathe- 
Padents wlh cardrac disease resulting in rlighr limitalion terizmion in nn nwxion wlhoul esubbshed pedialric 
of physical acdvily. They are comfor~ablr at rc\l. Ordi- cardiology and cardiovawdar wgical program<. 
In-house wppon personnel should inc!ude cardio\awu- 
laranes,hesiologis,s. perfiwon learns. inhala,ion!herap~si~. 
and cri:ical WC s,atf. as well as biomcdlcal, ~tctronic. and 
radialion safety specialisIs. In rddition I” $e physical lab”- 
rmory and radiolog,<al and recordmg equ,pr,.en,. r~~“sc,la- 
lion equiomenr, inctudmg eodotrachra, rubes and a defibnl- 
,a,“r. and imra-aoitic ball”“” pump facility. a ai chemicrry 
laboratory, ald rapid repair sCrv~cC for radiological and 
hemodynamic monitoring equipmen, should be avadable A 
back-up laboratory is highly desirable. 
TM dun and nspons,bdi,ies of Ihc director ar’. ndliple 
2nd wide-ranging. and demand significan, managcmen, 
skdia. The d,rec,“r shall se, crireria for gru,mg priv:lcges I” 
pnyaxians md rhcen review and make recommefidatmns 
about +plu,i~“c ior rho% Qnvdege~. I, is h@dy recom. 
mended :,~a, privdeges be granted for only 1 year I a “MC in 
,mr mpidiy changing specialty. The dire:t”r must per,.&- 
ialiy rwiew physician performance. make recommendations 
for re”ei”il, of labomtory QriVilCges. WieW QtrfOr”MCC Of 
n”nprufcsGxd stn8. and wwide training necasary to the 
Qcrso”~el_ The direc,“r shall erlablish aid monitor qualky 
comroi m&ding morbtdity and mortality. Other rCsQO”Si- 
bdnte% mclude conlrol of palien, scheduling. procuremem 
and mll”,ena”c~ “fequipme”, and ?“pQ,teS. ~~epam”“” and 
mom,“nne of ,he budget. orwxzatio” of reeular confer- 
cnccc oi iabomtorr p&on”el. Jnd Qroduc,i& of regular 
rcpon~ of laboratory activity. ‘The director shall mmmain 
~~mmmxm~n and cwperation among the laboraory. rhe 
clmicianf. and ,he hospital admimsvat~on to ensme Ihat the 
partem IS bes, wved. The direcror mw designate a subs& 
tuie who \\ill act m Ihe director’s absence. 
Adminirtrrdion. The missim of the laborarmy mutt be 
clearly dehned. In ins,ilu,iow in which rrdiniogand mscarch 
are also performed. it is importan, ,” delinea,e the goals and 
priorities for diagnosis. ,raining. and/or research. The ad- 
mi”is,ra!i”” and organizarion of the laboia,“ry should then 
be based on lhesc specified purposes. The laboravr~ +~;id 
be an administrative “oh wrh a Q~istaan director quahbed 
1” assume professional, organi&o”a,. and m’a&el re- 
spcnsibilities(531. In some hospilalr. the adminir,ration may 
be a cooperative e&t shared by thz cardiology and radiul- 
“gy depanments. but this does no, abviale ,he need !:JI one 
laboratory director. Although ,hc relationship among !he 
catbcterizatian laborstory. clinical deQanmen,s. and admm- 
irtmtion may vary from hospital I” hospilal, the labommry 
should have an idenlifiable budget based on realistic SOS, 
accounting. The budge, should include a salary for the 
direclor. The expc,a,ions and impormnce of !his adminis- 
rrative duly should be clearly idemthed. To ensure adequate 
peer review and qualily assurance. ,he phyxian director 
should be supponed by a labomto~ c”mm~,,ee composed of 
represen,a,ives of all services using the labonlory and some 
tha, do no,, as well as hospiial adminiwation. Operation of 
,he labamlory mus, be a cwp?rd,ive undenaking among 
many disciplines so pa,ie”,s* needs will be me, and wfety 
protected. 
The laboratory director should be II physician with ,he 
experience and leadership qualilies neccsaary IO properly 
control ,he laboraWry cnvironmen, ,541. The drec,or 6 
charged wi,h ,he reriwnsibilily for “obey developmenr. 
qu&y con~ol. and &I admi&&“. D~pundinp~on the 
type of labomtory and ,yp of patients studied. ,he director 
may be a cardiologis,. cardiovascular radiologist. or pediat- 
ric cardiol”&. and may have wecial m,creb,s such as 
in,erve”,io& cardiology br ebxlr~phyuology. The diwctor 
should be board cenified and ihoroughly trained in cardiac 
radiogrnphtc imagiy and mdimion prolec,,““. The director 
must be proficien, I” petforming procedures specific ,” the 
laboratory and R skilled admimrtrmor ,“,emn, snd SUpQ”~- 
ivr of ,hr needs of the dep;lnmcn,> awed The director‘s 
sualifica,tons should include a, Iw,, 5 YCX~ of ca,he,ena- 
petiormrd a, ,?a\, ?W carhe,efizations Qer year during ,he 5 
years “fr~perle”ce. 
Physicians credentialed 1” opcm,e in ihc labormor) must 
have proper training 155-58). This training may be in cardi- 
ology. pcdialric cxdiolo-gy. or cardiovascular radiology. 
Climcal ,rammg in one of ,here fields should fulfill require- 
mems for Iha, \pecial,y board. In-labomrory training should 
sncompa,, z, total Q&Z”, of a, leas, I year. al,hough ? )cars 
m n recogmred lraining program is prefer;lble. The physiaan 
must also be tramed m emergency care and radiation physics 
and be certified as compwn, by the Qrogmm direcror of his 
or her tmimng ins,i,u,i”n. A labur~tory physician should be 
a fully a.xedi,ed member of Ihe hospital rfaffand. ideally. 
be ,poaal,y ccnified or a, leas, board qualified with the 
intention of taking boardr at the earliest available date. A 
physician who provider only laboratory service without 
bemg d full member of ,he hospilal staff should no, be 
gumed Llbomlory privileges. He or rhe must pan:~:ipave in 
the Iabomtory‘s quality assurance Qrogrdm. including per 
Mamrenance of proficiency should include an anticipated 
adul, careluad of approximately I50 cases per year (551 or 
pedia,ric caseload of 50-100 (58.59). This should be allain- 
;able aithin ? years of wrkiq in the laboratory. Too many 
phyGciit”s I” any labonlory may dilure the cavzload 1” ,he 
““in, where some will “a, adequately maintain their skills. In 
;“me EWE Ihc laboratory direcmr may decide ,ha, some 
physickms’ \kills are such ,ha, they do no, need an annual 
&&ad ul I.50 10 mammin ,he,r profiaency. bu, lhir privi- 
Ic~e mu, be closely moni,“red. 
ion expenence and recogmzed \kdl ,,;,hc labordtary 154). ~Occaa~onaliy, a phyaicmn who WE trained in cahcteriza- 
The director of B” adult dragnowc labomtory should have ,i”c does no, perform it for a penod of one and then decides 
lo rciurn io the Iaboramry. To hc credendaled. lhis person 
mu\, fir\! he ccitdicd a\ adequarely lrmned and competent 
h) lbc d~rccu of bt\ 01 her rwmmg p~opram. if the time 
away from Ihc cardiac cathelcriration has been l-3 ycarr. 
ihu phyuciw 4lculd undergo u pcnod of preceptorship. 
u~nrl~ng under I!W direct obwrvation of the laboratory 
d~rcclor un!d Ihe dirccror can certify the compevnce of lhal 
mdwidtml. I hv, work should mclude m lewt 25 ate\ with a 
wr~ci) ofdi:~gno,c*. In longeri~h*encerfromIhe Irhoratory. 
cr~dcnM\ should not bc gcmtcd umii Ihc physician fulfills 
al i%\t 3 month\ of formal iaboretory training at no instilu- 
Iion wilh lellowhip trainmg program and i* ccrtificd by the 
program dircclor. 
Performance of special procedure\-for example. PTCA. 
pc~curancou* t~mnlummid ;mgiopbwy. valvulopbnly. elcc- 
Irophyriology. or pediatric cardiac cilthcteril;ltion-rcquirc, 
wp~~mic crudentialing WV. Training rcquircm~nts for thcw 
procedurei have been well dctailcd m the literawe l.(6). in 
addition. the phyrician performing these procedures should 
bc certified as proficient by the director of the trainin: 
program. To maintain proficiency m various special proce- 
dure*. the physcian rhould maintam an adcquaw caseload 
and have rewl,, pew reviewed. 
The type and number of nuramg personnel depend on rhe 
laborzloty caseload and mm. and may include nunc pmcti- 
lionrrs. rcgislered ourw~ licerwd wcittionzal ourses. or. al 
limes. nurring 8Gst8mt\. A nurse precl&)ncr or phy\ician’s 
awamt with competence !n the card~ovawdw field may 
awme romc rcrponaibdilu of a phyriuan. including initial 
patienl work-up. cducahon and menial preparation of the 
padem. inbiblimcc in obtaining informed corwxt. poalpru- 
cedund wpervirion, explanation of angiographic findings. 
and providing an outline of follow-up care. The oursc 
praclilicner may parucipalc directly in the laboratory pro- 
cedure itrelf. us designated by !bc physicmn rcspon,iblc. A 
nurse pri~clmoncr may at lime5 supcrvi% $bora!ory nuning 
and technical peraonncl. 
II, mat lkthor#oricr Ihc nursinp wpervisor will be a 
regi\tercd nune. This none must befamiiiar with the over;l!l 
function of the bhboratory. help se, the tone of the pmiem 
surrounding\. and influence the efficiency mu safely of 
proccdurc\. The regi\lered nurse may also directly partici- 
pntc in observation and nursing we ofthe paucnt duringthe 
cathclcrnlion and he ready to rcbpond to any cmergewy. 
The nunine supervisor should be in charge of the oreoroce- 
dure and poslprocedure holding areas..particulilrly‘whcn 
there is prolonged detention of the pliecl after km ompalicm 
proccdurc. 
The background of il csthclenzetion lahormory nwc 
rhould mcludc critical catc cxpericncc, knowlcdgc of car- 
diovrwlar mcdicaliona. ability to start irmavenous solu- 
lion\. and experience in opemling room technique\. Expc- 
rience with vascularcahe~er insirumentinion. and c\permlly 
with Identification. cleaning. sterilization. and storage. is 
necessary. Knowledge of vascular catheter malcrials, shap 
ing techniques. and proper size correlations for catheters, 
widewires. and adaptors is important. as is experience in 
&mipulation of manifolds. performance of test contrast 
iniectiona. and changing of gmdewires and catheters. There 
must bc a thorough understanding ofthe flushing of catheters 
and prevemion of clot or air emboli. 
A licensed vocmional nurse wth the proper background 
and cxpcricnce may have duties similar LO those of the 
registered nurse. However. a licensed practical nurse should 
not supervise laboratory nursing. In some laboratories an 
appropriately lrained nursing assislam may be responsible 
for some dulien. This person may be a cardiopulmonary 
technician who is filmiliar with procedures in associated disci- 
plino and is thereby able 10 fnnction in the dual capacity oi 
cardiopulmonary lcchnician and nursing assistant. 
Several types of technical knowledge are required in the 
cardiac catheterization laboratory, although any one person 
mav have all the different woes of technical exwniae. Al 
l&t one technologist. who’may or may not be’s certified 
radiological technologist, should be skilled in radiographic 
and an&graphic imaging principles and techniques. This 
technologist should be experienced in the proper use of x-ray 
gcncratora. cinc pulse systems. image intensification, auto- 
matic film-processiog equipment, pressure injection sys- 
tems. video systems. and tine cameras. and. in cooperation 
with electronic and radiological service engineers. should be 
responsible for routine care aod maintenance al radiological 
equipment. A basic knowledge of simple troubleshooting is 
advantageous. This technologist. in cooperation with a iadi 
adon physicist. should monitor radiation safely techniques 
for both the patient and laboratory perso& Immediate 
availability of a radiological engineer in the event of equip 
ment failure is highly desirable. 
Laboratory lechnologials should be skilled in managing 
blood samples. perlor&g blood gas measurements &I 
calculations. and assisring with indicator dilution studies. 
Tbey should be qualified in monitoring and recording clec- 
lrocwdiogrspbic and hcmodynamic data and have enough 
skill and experience in interpredng these dam to immediately 
report significant changes 10 the physician who is responsi- 
blc for the p&m. During any one procedure, the monilor- 
ing lcchnician must Lve no responsibilities other than 
monitoring and ohscrving pmicm stratus. Training should 
include skill, in patient observation and preparation for 
assistance in acute cardiac cwt. including resuscitation and 
related lhenpeulic elTorts. 
At leaat one techoologirt shotdd be skilled as a darkroom 
technician. because Ibe quab,y of images recorded on film is 
heavily dependent on dnrkroom technique. This person mut 
be trained in photographic processing and operation oi 
aulomillic film processors and should be hmilinr with the 
staffing Patterns 
A ca,he,enzing aWndine physinan rhould bc ~rc~eni m 
the labma’or) during each procedure and ““u be re\ponw 
ble for the oxanne. To mamtain cffccuve dad safe labora- 
tory operalion. each basic support fun&n should bc per- 
iormed by adequately trained personnel who con~,dnlly 
m&n& their skills and credentialc. There 4xwld be adu- 
quate cross lraining among lahontory sraffro char personnel 
can rotate res,xmsibili,,e$ and provide ?J-hour coren~r of 
essemial tea~func,~ons. Cam&x wdwc. erpec~ally lh@rr 
of neonates and acutely unstable podem*. requ~e per>onncl 
wilh special <raining 10 deaf with the partwuliu requrcmcnr~ 
of these procedures. Frequendy. the prc\ence o, i, \crond 
physician is imponan, for optimal care m ruch car>. 
opsrarmp pnnc!plcr are ~demical m all laborxorie\ u,ilncd 
(‘3,. Ph!\,c,,m\ unb e~,enc,ue expcncnce ,more rhan ,.,“N, 
mdepsndcn,l> psrl~mwd cases) can probably obram h,gh- 
quahn dnra al IO<< patient r&k wi,h fewer wdres per 1-r. 
4 aneuhdt loner number of r,udies mus, be performed 
cxh *ear b! ph!vcians who petform pedlalric cathurenza- 
imn. tioac\cr. bccaure of ,he comole\i,v of these C~CI. a 
a, led’, iU wch procedures annually 159.61,. An clcctrophys- 
mlog\, should pe,form no fewer ,han 100 clectroph!\iolug- 
ul \,udn lier ,c:,r ,h?,. Allhouch adesuate careloads for 
dC1? 
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation .A m.l\imum w,al wzludd fur my vndc ph,,Gclan IS 
All members of the ca,he,enza,ion feam-phiwan\. oppro~~~.w,ch I.UMI case? per yrar. When a pb!sicnn 
nurses. and ,echnologis,s-rhould mainti~m a curren, courx peti<~m\ more ~h;m ,hl\ number mdiwdunlly. II I\ bkel) char 
completion card in cardiopulmonary rewcilxion. Certifica qu~h,? and pa~cnl core interxtionr uill be ascrificed for rhe 
lion in advanced cardiac Me suppon 15 dewahle. ukc ofrfficwnc$. In addaion. a physicno performing more 
than I .XlN) \wdw\ !early 15 expowd 10 R large amoun, of 
Utilization Levels 
radiatun and iI\ concomitant risk 10 health. 
The\e c;~vload recommenda,ion~ arc o&cd as guidr- 
Laborrrmy Ihn. Thclr prmopal ObJecwe I* 10 encourage developmen, 
For optimum laboratory performance and co\,-e,iec~we- of I;~bor,~or~e~ m wtingz capable of genenling the critical 
ness, an adequate caseload i> required for Ihe \ia,i 1o dcn.,t! of chmcid e\penence requred ,o onnxau, perfor- 
maintain lheir skills and efficiency. The labora,ory should hc m.mcc ,11 rhe hughe<, level of diognoshc cbdl wi,h maximum 
used only ‘or cardiac calheterization procedurer. uw a\ d ~a,w”, ztod opcrxtor ,afe,y 
eeneral or muhinumose radiolow room is no lonrcr I~c~e~~ _. . 
able. If ca,he,ehz&ns are no, performed on a daily !uur. 
then the laboratory should not continue ,o eyiu a* a cxdw 
ca,he,eriza,ion labcrarory. Laboraloru tiw adul, \,udw 
should mainlain a minimum cuseload of 3,X1 per year I? I ) h 
minimum of IN can per year (MN i* rcqaired for pcd~~ttnc 
laboratories. These sludie, are lonwr in duralion and more 
complex and frequently require 1~0 phgvci.m\ per \,udy I, 
is panicularly importan, ,h.d infan,\ and iall patient\ wdh 
complex congenilal hear, di\e;l\e be cathelenrcd only m 
centers wi,h active pediatric cwliac urgicsl progrmx 
Evaluation of Laboratory Performance 
L:~hoi;aur\ \afe,y and efficiency can he er,ima,ed in pztrt 
hl rirwedurd cnmobcation raw. The labonmrv director 
har’.~ rc+;n\ihda~Y ,o ce, and maintam high &dards of 
perfornancc and operation. I, is imperative ,ha, laburalona 
ierp ,horooch r&ordr of performance and complicalion 
,dle\, both ;or ihe laboratory as il whole and for each 
phyvcilm nurkin~ in the laboratory. and thar lhese records 
he reviewed penodically. To limit complications. it i) ~mper- 
i~twc~ ,h,u wm~en, crcdenlils for both lraimrw and ewn- 
Physicinn-Opmror 
ence bc mc, hifore mi,xd lahora,ory privilege;are grmtrd. 
Re$~ca of performance mw, he undenaken on a regular 
To maimain adequr,e performance level\ end ,o minimue h; ,,,,. I, I\ undcr\,ood ,ha, ca,he,enza,,on laboratory cram- 
risk:, each phyxmn mus, perform procedure\ relarwely muion of p.mcnt\ with *wpecled cardmvarcular disease 
rrequeo,ly I&perxnced or /nfrcqacn1 ,~po;,l”r* may C”“I- c;moo, be undertaken withou, a ccnam mmimal nck of 
promise ,he qualny ofthe didgno\!ic or thenpcwic ou,comc. murhida) snd monality. which must he balanced agams, ,hc 
which m ,uro may lead ,o proiongatw~ and repetition of con~cqwnce~ of no, obtaining necewry information. I, IS 
also understood that 5ome patients without significant heart 
disease will be studied IO exclude suspected heart disease. 
Using currcm mdxauons for catheterization. this percentage 
should not exceed IO-X% of the total patients studied by 
any physician or by the laboratory as a whole (51). 
The frequency of major complication5 (e.g.. myocardial 
mfarction. rhmmboembolic acadents. and death) is relalcd 
to several clcmcnts. The experience and knowledge of the 
performing physician ore critical, as are the experience and 
teamwork of laboratory personnel. Equally important is the 
underlying condition of the patient. In laboratories in which 
patients with severe coronary disease are studied, particu- 
larly patient5 with severe left ventricular dysfunction, the 
frequency is expected to be somewhat higher. Neonates and 
elderly patient5 also are at higher risk. Severe anerial 
hypoxemia and pulmonary hypertension are special risks for 
pediatric a5 well a5 adult patients. Medical problems such a5 
renal insufficwcy. bleeding diatheses, and systemic illness 
add to the risk. Experienced physician5 consider these 
factors when decidmg whether to perform a procedure and 
how to perform it. 
Complication rote5 are best evaluated by a prospective 
registry maintained by each laboratory, which should in- 
clude clinical. hemodynamic. and angiogmphic characteris- 
tics of each patient dnd other information that may permit 
assessment of the extent and severity of illness. Every 
complication. minor or major, should be entered into the 
regirtry. It is important that xmeooe other than the pbysi- 
cian performing the procedure can enter data into this 
complication registry. A more detailed record of major 
complication5 is made so that the director and others can 
efficiently review the overall performance of the laboratory, 
as well as the perfommnce of each physician. The registry 
must be regularly reviewed and reported to ensure fartidious 
record keeping and maintenance of high standards for the 
laboratory. 
Deaths related to catheterization are infrequent in elec- 
tive. slable adult patients and should occur in no more than 
O.l-0.2% of cases (5.63.64). Higher mortality rate5 can be 
expccad in studies of neonate5 or adults with acute myo- 
cabal infarction or in cardiogenic shock. When evaluating 
laboratory performance. patient records murt be reviewed 
and ajudgment made whether death resulted fmm a Dalient’s 
primary disease. the pmcedure. or both. If such d&h5 are 
frequent in a laboratory. patient selection for catheterization 
should be revicwcd and reevaluated. It is now common for 
elderly patients to undergo diagnostic and intervemional 
are relatively high in these patients. The higher risk of major 
complications and death must be carefully considered before 
these patients undergo cardiac catheterization and/or angi- 
wopby. 
Allhough right heart catheterization is commonly consid- 
ered a relatively low-risk procedure. it carries conriderable 
risk when performed at the bedside by an inexperienced and 
perhaps overly confident operator and when performed in 
the laboratory in patients with significant pulmonary hyper- 
tension. profound cyanosis. or polycythemia, especially 
when the patient ako has congenital hean drreare. In either 
setring. right heart catheterization must he conducted by 
physicians with expertise in the management of critically ill 
patients and experience in general catheterization and angio- 
graphic procedures. 
The rate of major complications rnwt be maintained at the 
same low level in all !&oratories regardless of locanon or 
labomtoty characteristics. lpstitutions having laboratory fel- 
lowship training programs should not. when the mix and 
characteristics of their cases are considered. have a higher 
incidence of major complications or death than other labmatc+ 
rier. This can be achieved if a skilled ohvsician works cloxlv 
with each tmince during each ~roce~u’w. The preceptor i; 
ultimately respansihk for the safety and quality of the study. 
Although the complication rate is the mo5t importan! 
index of laboratory petforrnance. another important measure 
is the number of studies that must be repeated because of 
inadequate data or image quality. As a rule. no more than 
approximately I% of studies should require repetition rimpty 
to obtain more or better quality data. However, at times. 
particularly in cases of complex congenital heart disease. it 
may be safer fcr the patient to undergo two studies rather 
than a single prolonged sludy or to exceed in a single study 
the recommended total cootrat dose. For many patients 
who require angioplasty, il is best to do the initial aterio. 
gram and then the angioplarty at separate settings. This 
allows for greater interpretation of angiogmphic information 
before performing the procedure. Likewise. 5ome multiple 
vessel dilation procedure5 are most safely perfomted when 
staged on IWO separate occasions. 
In laboratories in which research pmtoeols are combined 
wiih diagnostic cathoterilation procedures, research studies 
mu5t not increase the risk of major complications. The 
following guidelines may be useful: I) an investigational 
procedure. when possible, should be carried out after the 
essential diagnostic information has been obtained. but 
should be postponed if the patient’s condition is not stable, 
if the diagnostic prosedwe ha5 been prolonged. or if the 
patienl is exhausted; 2) the invcstigatiowl procedure rhould 
not markedly prolong the overall duration of the study. if an 
arterial catheter is in place for an extended time: 3) inveati- 
gational studies pxfomted on critically ill or hemadynami. 
tally unstable patients should be expeditiously managed. 
and pmcedurca conducted, only by the mo5, experienced 
physicians; 4) consideration should be given to paforming 
investigational proceduresapart from diagnostic procedurer. 
offcrina the benefit of dcfinine which srocedures are dial. 
noslic and which are investig&e, and taking advantage if 
the fact that two brief catheletizations may be safer and 
better tolerated by the patient than a single prolonged 
procedure; and 5) all research procedures done in the 
catheterization laboratory roust be reviewed and approved 
by a committee established according to institutional review 
board guidelines. 
Conduct of the Examination 
A cardiac calhc~crizarm” procedure mu\t “ever he 
viewed as a ruuline or casually ordered tecb:,cal service. 
The procedure should be considered a coowitalio” bclwccn 
the referring physua” and rhe dlagoo?tlc w”n. ~“vol\~“g 
sophistteared study technxqecr and highly spschlired per. 
sonnel. This will ~41 in max”““m m&t:, and diagnowc 
benefit For Ihe patient. The timnng of the \t”dy i\ m”~t 
important. IF powble. it should he paformed *hen proh- 
lem5 such as arrhydmiac. congeslive heart hdurc. or 
azolemia are s!ablc or improving. Orherwise. m~~lcad~:~~ 
physioloaical data may be obtained. and the risk\ of the 
procedure may i”cre”ie. I” *ome ewe? thn 15 ““I porribie. 
and studies musL be perfoned on padcot\ who are acuwl) 
ill and whose condiwnr are ““aable. The phy4cvan per- 
Forming the laboratory examination mu! take the umc trl 
critically review the patient‘s hislow. phk\eal ev~rn. and 
pertinent laboratory data before petionninz rhe \tud> Ide- 
ally this should be done the day before Ihe procedure. 
although with the compression of hap&d \t.ty\ .md sith 
ambulatory cathelcrizmton. this i’i not &ay\ powble. 
The importance of properly prepanng the paw”~ for rhc 
study c”ooot beoveremphasized. I1 iq mwt imporl;i”t livthe 
physician who will be involved I” rhe \tud! 1” “bum 
informed consent From the pattent or the patient’\ parents or 
guardian. The palient and. whenever po>rihle. 8 responrlble 
member of the family should be Fully bnefed on the proce- 
dure. preferably by the physician performl”8 the wdy. Thir 
discussion should rnclude the rea,o”s for the \ludy. iI\ 
pacnlial benefits and complications. and 3 dercripli”” “l the 
actual cxaminalio”. 
Although many laboratories emukate wrgiral operartnp 
moms in their slrictnecr OF slerde techniquer. there is no 
evidence lhat for Ihe usual diepv~!:r pcrcaanm”~ \lud) 
there is any need for Ihr operator 10 zeal n cap or perform 
a surgical scrub before dormmy. gloves 1” protect the psticnl 
from infecrion. It seems reasonable Ihat for more complex 
and lengthy procedures (e.g.. eedow” WC.4 or U,YII,O- 
plarly). a more ri~or”“~ arile rechntque *““Id be fol- 
lowed. For implarw~l~o” procedures. wch a* mplnntxlion of 
permanent pacemaker\. full surgical \terde lcchmque I* 
required. Pmwtion of the patient. MT. and operaung 
physician from blood-franrmiited diwws. wch a hcpanti\ 
or acquired immune delicxncy ~yndmme. mut he co”- 
sranlly kept in mmd. Special ciorhinp mu\t he pwtded to 
workers to pr”tw 0wn From direct cxp”wre to blood or 
other pole”!i:4y ;“Fectiou\ mMrrial\ Tht\ clo:hi”g ~OOUX 
include perronal pr”leclne eq”ipme”t wch a\ gloves 
goownr. laboratory cords. and other covering\ a needed. 
Funhcmwrc. the hwpiul \huuld c”wc cmploycc MC of. 
and provide fur the clean~ne. and Iaundcnnp $11. wch perwxd 
protectwe cqu~pmcnt. I” xcordanc~ \iilh rhc Cnwd Sutcr 
Dcpanment of Labor. “ccupa,u~l S;iFe,\ .~“d Hcal,h Ad- 
minirtralm” IOSHA) euldeli”e\ 1651. I” :~Id~tw”. hepalm\ H 
patienti. Ihwc i\!th able chmcal 5y”dromer. $ood IefI 
\L’“lriculx funciio”. and normal renal funcu”” have such 
lo” morbldd! raw lhnl it 1% ddlicull Io dwumcm orher 
adw”lage\. Huaevcr. I” padcnn v ho “re cbnrcally ““tfa- 
hlc. have vgxhcam hemodynvmic impainncnl. or hnve 
GgniRcant renal inwfficiency. !heve agents are recom- 
mended over the ionic co”tmst agecntc 140.471. 
Po~~procednrsl orden should be wrilten. and %+xial 
orders ;hould he clearly noted Scmdard order? &id 
lncludu chcchmg and wording blood pi;rr”re, pulw raft. 
dad pulre,. and \,a,“, of banllsge we\ every IM” mm- 
uti’\ fw Z hours. the” every hour for several hoar, It choeld 
hc noted that c\ idencc of impairment of circulation “r any 
other compiicntio” should be brought 10 the immediate 
II;\) ,t”d ruh\cq”e”dy. as indicalsd. 
There \ho”ld be “” adeqaote ponproceduml holding arc”. 
e~peciallr tih pnr~“ts who are rwdied as “utpt~~~c”rs. Thor 
\hudd 1nc1f.d~ proper n”rG”p core and mo”it”““gcquipmenl. 
ilk uell ‘I\ pro\ tvonr for emcrgeency weiltment of any compli- 
ho” 1h.d migh! develop. .There must he a plan for admilting 
I” rhc no\p~tal any “ulpidienl &ho dcvclop\ a major complica- 
~wli The pamnc should recewe specific verb”1 i”slrwd”ns 
calnccming .awies allo\r”hle alter leaving the labomlory. 
Wmte” I”WVEU~“S on the specific procedures to he hollowed. 
\hould d corn&cation s&e “fter the patient leaves the holding 
:CX. \hould he #en 10 wery pnwnr. 
APPENDIX D 
arrangement. While already emphasized in a 1983 study 
group report 151). this area deserves revision in view of the 
changes in equipment and practice of invaswe cardiology. 
The growing ure of thmmbolysis and revascularization tsur- 
gical and catheterization laboratory-based) and the increas- 
ing complexity of therapy necessitate higher-quality Ruoms- 
copy and aogiography than needed in the part. In addition, 
regulatory concerns, such as mandated ambulatwy catheter- 
iation and the desirabiiity ofauantitative assessment ofan& 
graphic results, impose t&v l&istical requirements. A carhe- 
terizalion facility may be configured in a variety of ways with 
equipment fmm many manufacturers. The continuing evolu- 
tion of hardware and software makes recommendations for 
optimal resources precarious. Considerable rhaqges are likely 
as imaging and digital technology continue to advance. These 
recommendations represent the current state of the an and 
update the previous study group repan (51). 
Physical Arrangements and 
Space Requirements 
The catheterization laboratory may consist of the pmce- 
dure. control, equipment, and utility mans. These areas are 
crnical for the performance ofcatheterization. but additional 
facilities are required for an ideal functioning laboratory. In 
the traditional hcspital-based situation, some or all of these 
areas may be shared with other services. Such may not be 
the case for freestanding and mobile laboratories. depending 
on their location; nonetheless. ready access to these areas 
must he ensured. 
Suggested dimensions are given in square feet in terms of 
minimum and recommended xeas. Larger areas are desir- 
able when possible to allow more space for ancillary equip 
ment (e.g.. intra-aortic balloon console. respirator, echocar- 
diographic and electrocardiographic recorders, crach cart, 
laser equipmentl. Larger rwms also provide orderly storage 
of supplies. Dimensions vary in accordance with the type of 
radiographic equipment (for example. biplane digital com- 
puter equipment may require additional space) and the 
manufacturer. Minimum space recommendations are not 
absolute, and the equipment may be placed in smaller 
confines. but this is not recommended. Some radiographic 
equipment might be configured for a restricted space. 86 may 
be ncccssary in mobile laboratories. With the underslanding 
that specific recommendatians should be obtained from the 
equipment vendor and, in general. the more space the better, 
the following guidelines are suggeiled (see Table D-t). 
Procrdwe Romn 
The recommended size of the pmcedure room is spprox- 
imatelp 500 It’, although an optimum pize may be more than 
f&O ft’. A minimum Gze is approximately 4W ft’. Recom- 
mendations for mum height vary with specific equipment, 
bul 9 ft IO m to 10 ft ir generally acceptable. in some 
situations. electronic equipment. usually localed in an equip 
ment room. is instead housed il a procedure or control 
room. Although this arrangement wes space, it also re- 
quires that the minimum size requirements given above for 
the pmcedure room be increased so that approximately 
500 ft’ is available for working space. The procedure room 
should be constructed to contain radiation and ensure elec- 
t&al safety (see “Radiographic Equipment” and “Electri- 
cal and Radiation Safety”). 
The control room should be of a size and configuration to 
allow ready and unencumbered access to x-ray controls, 
image recording devices (video tape. disks, and digital 
controls), and physiological monitors and recorders. The 
recommended floor space for the control man is approxi- 
mately ISOft’, with a minimum of about %ft’. Room height 
need only be 8 ft. 
Electrical components of the x-ray equipment must be 
stored in a well ventilated space. Traditionally, these com- 
ponents were kept in un equipment room, but much of this 
apparatus may be stored in enclosed panels in the procedure 
room The recommeuded floor space for an equipment mom 
is about I20 ft’, with a minimum of about 90 ft’. The advent 
of digital technology requires computer and data storage 
space. It is necessary to ensure proper temperature control 
for these components. Computer flooring is recommended to 
provide space for and easy wcess to cabling. 
An area of at least 90 it’ is necessary for preparation and 
storage of clean and sterile supplies. Specific angiographic 
,?bles may be se, up in thn area. and ilemh wch as ewr. The phyiiologtcal recorder lhrold hare a mmmum of 
disposable packs, catheters. guidewires. syringes. and intm 
~cnous fluids stored. 
fire input channcl~ mo,, labordmrieb will we G,v or ughr- 
channel ds~,ccr. and IZ-channel rrcordcra ma\ be nccc,,arv 
Additional spaces hould be available for proper funcrmn- in romc ~witon\ (e.g.. electrophgriologi~l amdisr). i 
ing cf ,he c&he,erization laboraorg (Tohle D-l). Wh,,c mmmwm of rhrec pressure channels should be available for 
suggestions for space arc given. these may varv m accor- Ibe wnul~aneou~ rccordmg of ,wo pressures whde an addi- 
dance with the type of facility (leaching vs. nonleachingl. i,T lional channel i$ wed as a spare. A, leas, ,uo ECG channels 
location (in-hospilal. mobile attached to hospital. freestand- arc needed. and ,hc ability ,o freeze a baseline tracing is 
ing). and number and type of pa,!m,s anticipated. For dewablc. c~pzc,ally when ,“,cwcm~ona, proccdurcr arc 
instance, palien, preparation. holding. recovery. and obscr- being performed. One ,hoold be able 10 xlec, any of the 12 
valion areas may need 10 be expanded if mos, of the udies 
performed arc ambulatory proecdurer. 
\landard clectrocnrdiogran IECCI leads for mommrmg and 
recording This rcquircs ,hc use of ehca clcc,rodcs. whtch. 
unless rotally rhdlolucen,. obscure imaging. In mos, +,ua- 
Equipment Requirements 
I, would be ideal if any given laboratory were dedicated 
10 only one task (e.g., coronary angiography and lcn vcn- 
friculography. coronary angioplasty. pedialric cathctenra- 
lion) so it could be specifically equipped. This would be 
economically advantageous and would avoId the compro- 
mises necessary to sccommeda,c all uscr~. In FraCtiCC. 
however. this may no, he feasible. and careful consideration 
should be given lo the use of the room before equipment is 
ordered. A wide variety of durable and disposable cornpa- 
ncnts arc necessary. They may be classified by Ihe funclion 
they perform: I) physiological dam acquisition: ?f imaging 
and image processing: and 31 supper,. 
Physiological Dnru Acquisition 
A mechanism for monitoring blood pressure and ,hc ECG 
is neees~ary for safe performance of c&diac carheterization. 
In cenain patients. cardiac oulpu, mcas,uemcn,~ and oxim- 
etry are done. Monitoring and recording physiological 
events requires a system capable of detecling the cvcn,. 
converting it into eleclrical energy. Lilhfully amplifying that 
energy, and displaying and recordmg the mfomxxion. The 
sys,cmcomponcn,~ must exhibi, srability, rensilivily. linear- 
ity. and adequate frequency response. The syslem should be 
able ,I) reproduce up to ,he tenth harmonic of a uwcform 
without amplilude or phase distonion. Prcwrc readings arc 
most commonly obtained from fluid-filled ca,hc,crb eon- 
nec,ed 10 strain-gauge pressure mn~ducrr~ mpu,,ed to a 
paly~raph capable of amdifyinr and dir&wine. the uovc- 
forms on an~oscilloscapic mondor. from which they arc 
recorded. Pressure channels should be cahbnted ailh a 
,tom. momtoring two standard bmb leads (e.g.. leads I and 
II) is adequa!c A alrip char, paper recorder. allovin$ 
supcnmposilian of pressure tmcinp. i) ncccrwry. The 
phy~iolosical recorder and oeerdtinc ,cchmcnn mutt be 
located &de rhc procedure &m f& radialion prorecnon. 
Communlcarlon belwen recording rechmcian and physician 
may be facthtnlcd by an m,ercom. The use of a junction box 
and undcrtluor eablmg is highly recommended. Many phys- 
iological recorder\ offer digital dbplay and computer capa- 
bility to procct\ dam I, IS imponan,. howercr. ,ha, the 
prc~are weforms bc recorded and revlewd by rhe phy- 
wian to cnwrc tha, ,he computer proper& ,clcc,ed and 
mrerprcled the appropriale da& 
An addd,oo,d amdard ECG mnchinc should be available 
in each laboratory IO facililale m,crprc,a,ion ofarrh?rhmms 
and a,,“~ compariwn wi,h previous uxings should a clini- 
cal even, occ!~r S,andard recordings ix helpful during 
provoafivc lcang for ischemia 1e.g.. pacing or ergonovinc 
adminiwaionl. Facilities for blood gas de,ermma,wn 
should be awlable. prefcrebi;i in the laboraory. A, ,he 
mimmum. a reRecw.nce oxime:x 15 needed 10 mcasurc 
oxygen rauratlo”. 
Cord& output de,cmGna,ionr arc ncecssa~ in rhe cval- 
uanon of s,eno,ii vdvular lesion> and give useful informa- 
uon in many other condi,lons. Cardiac oumu, mav be 
measured b) a number of different techniques: thcrmdddu- 
lion berg ,he samples, and mos, commonly performed. The 
ability ,o perform and analyze dye dilulion eurrc~ may a,~ 
be neccnary for ,he diagnosis of shunts. 
t”crc”ry ma”omc,cr before every cilsc. and use mw be Hugh-qualny way imaging is rmmdaory for ev~luatmn of 
,aken 10 standardize ,he zero prcswrc reference level with cardmraxuiar anaromy and for rhc safe and efficacious 
each case. Allhough ,hcrc arc udvan,ngc\ 10 ca,he,cr tip plxemen, of catheters and mlervemional devices. The goal 
transducers. fluid-filled cd,he,er syamr arc mos, often used of equipping a labara,ory is 10 obtain ,he highest-qualily 
and arc adequate for clinical purpore~ Transducers should imagcer wilh Ihc leas, radiation exposure 10 patient and r,akT. 
have low volume dsplacemen, and be linear from - 10 ,o These ruggcrled guidelines may not be complc,ely me, by all 
4fN mm Hg. Monirors mus, be avadable Lo make pressure enis,mg Inbararories. The minimal acceptable crircrion IS 
signals visible Lo ,he operaung phyricmn as well as 10 the disgnwic-quahry nnagcs obtamed safely and con&cn,ly 
recording technician. The rcmo,c mont,or should be posi- using radiation dosages withm acceptable standards. Both 
tioned ncx, lo the video momfor to give rhc phywian ready diagnostic and lherapcufic ca,he,eriza,ion procedures rc- 
visual aeecsc 10 physiological &ala while m:mpula,inp cath- quire ,clcvi~i~~n lluoroscopy. The primary recording medium 
the tube is turned on or off by closingorapeningthe prmwy 
tmnsformer winding. Secondary switching occurs when the 
tube is switched on and off at the high voltaee side oi Ihe 
tmnsfom~erorat the x.ray tube itself.Second& switching. 
or grid control switching, is advantageous in that it dots not 
produce preexposure or postexposure ,011 radiation caused 
by charge stored in the capacitance of the high-voltage 
cables. II producer a square wave voltage output and is ideal 
for pulsed fluoroscopy and low-dose cineangiograpby. such 
as are needed in pediatrics. Modern cardiac catheterization 
laboratories use only secondary switching. The maximum 
tube current available with this type of generator is limited in 
practice lo about 800 mA. 
i\ 35 mm cineangiography. Larger formal spot-film and 
rcria-film rudiography are now infrequently used in adult 
curd~ac carhelenzarlons. bul serial-film radiography has an 
mqmndnt role m Ihe cvaluat~on of cerlain congenital heart 
diwrdw and of diseases of the aorta and pulmonary and 
pcnphrral vawdature. l‘he cot, and complexity of adding a 
lnrge~ film formal 10 cincangiography are usually not justi- 
fied. IIlgilal angmgmphic system\ provide an alwmativc to 
static fdmmg. 
When equlpping a catheteriwllon laboratory. the major 
concern\ are whether the laboratory i\ to be used for 
pedialnc or adult cax~ and whclher inwrvcnlional. as well 
i!\ Jrsgnowc. procedure\ arc 10 be performed. While excel- 
lent cmeangn yaphic imager arc cxpxwd from both diag- 
noetic and thcrdpeutic procedures. a greater mnoum of 
highly dctailcd tluoroscopy is required for the latter. Inter- 
venlional Ikiboratories may benefit by having equipment to 
enhance the tluaroxopic image and lessen raduaion expo- 
sure. Th!* mlghl include pulsed tluororcopy wth progre&e 
bwnning high-wolution 10!3-line video systems, dighal 
fihcn. and. m \omc cdw. digital subtraction angiography. 
Anolher question is whether IO have biplane capability. An 
advantage of biplane capability in the adult patient is its use 
for ventriculography. aonography. and. rarely. coronary 
angiography 10 oblain orthogonal views without the risk of a 
second contrast injection. For interventional procedures. 
biplane Ruoroscopy conserves time when wires and balloons 
are being positioned. Pediatric studies require biplane angi- 
ography. The primary limitauon of biplane systems is their 
COII. A secondary limilation ill their large space requirement. 
The x-ray equipment should be configured ofcomponents 
designed to function together and not mixed and matched. 
After installation. all equipmem should undergo testing to 
ensure that spccificalionr are me,. Specific performance 
crherw wch a* I) !ilput dose levels 01 all imaging mode> 
behind the grid. 2) cme spatial rcrolulion. 3) focal spot siLe. 
4) cane pulse width. 51 automatic brigbtneas conlrol system 
stabihzarion during tine. 6) video \pdtial resolulion, and 7) 
video low-contrast sensitivitv. should be stated in the DUT- 
chase ugreemenl and demonstrated on rile. Finally. equip 
ment should be designed specifically for mstdllation in the 
rcttmg m whlcb it 15 gomg to be u,ed. It is not appropriate to 
allempr 10 adapt equipment designed for installation in a 
fixed hospital laboratory to a mobile unit. A complete 
dwu\Gon of the physical principles of x-ray imaging iE 
beyond the scope of this documenl: however. comments as 
to curr~nf recommendation\ ior component5 of a catheter- 
iration laboratory x-ray system follow. 
Generators. A three-phnpe. 12.pulse generator wilh an 
ou1pu1 of 80-100 kW or a constam potential generator whh 
an output of at least !oO kW 81 100 kV ir ~ecammended. 
although a less expensive low-output (60 kW1 ryatem may be 
ratiskxtory ifa stable high-potential waveform and constant 
tuhc current output during pulsing are maintained. Potential 
is applied to the x-ray tube by either primary or ~ccondary 
sw:icidns. Primary switching 19 achieved when the event to 
A method for coordinating the time of x-ray exposure 
with the cinecamera function is necessary. The tine pulse 
system regulates the amoum of x-ray photon Row from the 
x-ray tube by controlling the duration of each exposure. 
Ideally. the exposure sening is short enough to stop motion 
but long enough to allow adequate x-ray quanta to impact the 
mput phosphor of the image intensifier. Too short an expo- 
sure will either degrade the image by limiting the radiation or 
decrease the image contrast by driving up the vokagc. 
Exposures of about 5-8 rosa for adults and 2-4 msec for 
children are recommended if the voltage range can be 
maintained at 70-90 kV for adults and 60-80 kV for chil- 
dren. A cinc pulse system should have a working output of at 
least 50-60 kW. 
Autometk exposure control. Maintenance of the bright- 
ness level ofthe image intensifier is accomplished by varying 
any of three exposure factors: voltage. current. and expo- 
sure duralion. Kilovoltage automatic control provides a wide 
dynamic range. and small changes in voltage will aiTect film 
blackening to a greater degree than large changes in either 
current or pulse duration. With this type of system, current 
may be constant or may be automatically reduced with 
increases in voltage to maintain radiation dose or conwmt 
power to the x-ray tube. Combined tine pulse systems may 
vary all three of the primary exposure factors. 
X-ray tubes. The conversion of electrical energy into 
x-radiation is inefficient and is accompanied by considerable 
heat production, which must be dissipated to prevent dam- 
age to the x-ray tube. The minimum recommended heat 
storage capacilies 01 the anode and tube housine are 
I million HlJ and 1.75 million HU. respectively. hi&ha- 
nism) for monitoring heat buildap that indicate excess heat 
by an initiating signal are available. The monitoring device 
may automalically suspend function when the heat of the 
target approaches a maximal level. Liquid coohng of Ihe 
x-my tube is preferred but may not be conveniem for tubes 
mounted in a C-. U-. or Z-arm configuration. Forced air 
cooling is the minimal requiremen for such equipmem. 
X-ray tubes we distinguished by B number of character- 
istics. including anode material. rotor speed and support, 
larget diameter. focal spot, and target angle. Anodes should 
he capable of high-speed rota&an tIO.OMl rpml 10 dissipate 
heat. The target should be 100 to 125 mm m diameter. An 
anode angle between So and IO” IS recommended becau\e II 
allows for an increased ootpot compared wilh tuber having 
larger angles. Although field coverage is less. ii IS adeauale 
for cardiac cineangiagraphy. A d/sadvan,age of w&r 
target angles is tha, more absorplion of x-rays may occur 
wilhin the anode mass. producing wha, is called the anode 
heel effcc,. This reduces the radiauon intensity on the anode 
side of the field and reduces field coveraee. The heel effect i\ 
no, significant for cineangiography: however. it can bc 
impmtan, when angler between 6” and 9” are wd in 
conjunction wth an appropriate mnge intensifier field size. 
assuming the usual source-to-image dislance of 70-ICKY cm 
and correct tube aligomest. 
The focal spa, size 1s of considerable impor,ance because 
it greatly influences image resolution. Currcm National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association recommendarions for 
the measuremen, of focal spa, sire and acceptable tolerance\ 
are being revised. Because cardiac imaging no* require, 
x-ray tubes mounted for multiaxis positioning. the capability 
of varying between Iwo focal sp),s is desired. A larger focal 
spot of LO-l.2 mm (50-80 kW1 is preferred for the long 
source-to-image distances required wi,h ivxenlric pocilion- 
ing. as well as for handling the increased radiatms required 
for steep angulation imaging. A smaller focal spoi of 
0.6-0.7 mm (35-50 kWl will mcrease image resolution and IS 
used when imaging in the usual viewing an,des a, short 
(75-m cm) source-lo-image distances or in pedialrics. 
CdlimSlion. Proper collimatum will minimize off.focus 
radiation and reduce scatter. which in turn noproves image 
qualily and reduces radiation 11) the p&n, and operaor. A 
collimator that extends into the recess of rbe tube housing 
minimizer the dislance between I, and the anode and 8s 
better able ,o reduce scatter. lo addition. a lead diaphragm 
should restrict the tube oolt ooeeninc ,o the maximum field 
size that will be used. C~llima,& is-more convenient when 
circular collimators are used. bu, if rectangular collimators 
are used. their edges should be visible in ,he Ruoroscopic 
field. Dual-shape collimators incorpara,ing bo,h circular and 
elliptical shutters may be used lo modify the field for cardiac 
contour collimation. Partially absorben, conroured fdtcrs are 
also available to control ,he brigh, %po,s produced by rhe 
lung tissue bordering the hean. 
Image intensifiers. Becawe of the necessity of imwnz 
large fields (e.g., for ventriculography. aonog&phyJ as well 
as small fields lcoronary anerie~). mulumode (double or 
triple) cesium iodide image inlensifien are recommended. 
Fom~ata available vary wilh the manufacturer but are typi- 
mode should be m excess of ,hree line pdin:mm. Rs olution 
in the 45-m mode may exceed fiw !ine pairs/mm The 
nraruied conrrair ratio of rhe image iniensifier sI:ould w, be 
leis than I!:!. a, measured wrh a siandard iead dlst 
Quaam dclec,ion eficwxy should be in excess of 60%. 
Dual mode ~ntcn+iers should hzre a con\erwm failor of 
IX-2W for the large field and 7j_loO for Ihe small fia I A 
tube should bc xlecred for mai~mom resoluwn and a.‘e- 
qoate gam ai opposed 10 msxmwm gm”. 
Grids. Radmgrapixc _gnds are requned ID improve con- 
,~a, by dccrc&ng rca,ler radialion. A 6: I-10. I (dependmg 
won lead conlen,) focu,ed 40 lincsicm fiber-soaced erid 15 
r&ommended for cinefilming. Focused gnds s&d b; wed 
nlthin the focal r.mge indwxcd hy the manufacturer and 
\elecled m accordance wnh the working conditions of the 
xpec~fic way equipment. Gsmg a grid ,o wnprovc contms~ 
rerl;il\ m some mcrease m radiation exposure ,o the patie”!. 
Lix oigndh hawnpfiber spacers and covers will require less 
radialion c\powe lhan gnds havmg aluminum spacers and 
clverc. 
High-quahtg m;i,chrd optics arc n~esrar) for coffer of 
the image from Ihe ootpu, phosphor of Ihe mwnifi?r ,o rhe 
vtdco camera lube or the cinecamen. The cnti’e Jplical 
system rhould be \)a!em-eqinecrcd fo mahnmize image 
mformauon rrancfcr. The collimaor lenr collcc~s light from 
the oulpu! ween al Ihe inlenslfier and focuses it into a beam 
of par&l ml\. Tbc collimator lent and ,he camera lenses 
ThouId be designed for landem operation. ,411 lens element 
wfac~‘s should be coated and pe&dicaily cleaned toensure 
hngh canlrast and high hansmission etfc~cncy. The contrast 
ratio of the opucal sylem should exceed 20: I when sob. 
jetted to a 10% area opacny ,es,. The modulesion transfer 
function of the oplical system should exceed ,ha, of the 
image lube. Focal length should be chosen lo optimize film 
area u,d~~a,!on for the application. Focal length of ,be 
collimator lens divided by the diameler of ,he intensifer 
oo,po, phosphor equals ,be focal lenglh of ,hc camera lens 
divided by the dewed image diameter on film fall measure- 
ments in millimc,ers). lo general. it is her, to use f-s,oo 
openings a, lr~t one stop s&lcr than maximum. preferabiy 
in the range of p 4.0 10 f:6.3. Lens openings smaller lhan f: g 
do no, improve ,hr image quality and may requ;-c additional 
radialon or Ihe use of fas, x-ray film. Wllh loo small an 
f-slop. the image may be degraded by dilfrac,ion. 
cally9ini6in/4.5 in(916!4.51.9/6. 1014, and 9/S. Whensmaller 
modes are used. re?obmon is increored and vrgneaing de- C;ne<‘,,,,r7I! 
creased. Gain ;rlso drops considerably when gang from a Cincangiographic imagmg is bcs, filmed with a synchro- 
larger to a smaller mode. Re,olution is ~reawst a, ,be center nous 3S-mm c~mcra. The camera’s shulter is controlled by 
ofthe field and decreases a, ,he periphriy. Mearurements of the ireqwxy of d,c pwcr wpply (60 cycleslsec) and 
resolution through the optical ry.cem are made wi,h a synchronized 10 the 30 frameslsec video. Thus, cinefilm 
0.05-0.2 mm lead line *es, object swnted on the mrenriiier n,es are muluples or divisions of 30. Filmmg rates of MI 
face wilhau, phnnlom a, 50 kV. Mimmal re>olution of a 6. ,o frameslsrc can bc used when viewing cardiac molion. al- 
7.in mode should be four line pain!mm. and that ip Ih: 9-m ,hou:h adeqoae imaging can be oblained a, 30 framesirec 
wh a reduction m total radiation exposure. Prccire frame 
reg~\tratwn. Aim pull-down. and maintenance of a Rat film 
plane arc csscntidl. When filming in the biplane mode. the 
c~nccamcm~ should operate out of phase 10 avoid exposure 
overlap. reduce scatter. and ~mprovc the image. Image tube 
electmmc biankmg also helps prevent scatter from biplane 
operatlo”. 
“Framing” refers to the method by which the circular 
image produced by the image intensifier is recorded on the 
rectangular frame of the cmefilm. Maximal horizontal ovcr- 
framine user 88% of the available fdm area and encomoasscs 
84% of the image presented to it. This method is recom- 
mended for cardiac imaging. More scvcrc overframing may 
be uszful when highermagniiicationisdesircd: however,this 
*ill result in a greater loss of the output phosphor viewing 
area. The amount of overframinc is controlled by the focal 
length of the cinecamera lens. 
Telcv~smn Ruoroscopy is essential during the catheteriza- 
tion procedure. and the highesl-quality images arc essential 
for interventional procedures. An integral part of the video 
chain. recording and playing back the video image. may be 
accomplished using analog video tape or a digital acquisition 
and stomge system. Video tape recorders are most com- 
monl? used at present. These must be of high quality, allow 
automatic recording with Ruoro and/or tine activation. have 
a cueing capability. and provide forward and reverse slow 
m&n and freeze-frame playback. 
The television system should have excellent image clarity 
and signal regulation. Minimal lag will improve viewing of 
moving objects, which may be especially helpful for inter- 
ventional pmcedures. Low-lag pick-up tubes. however, 
cause unwelcome flicker when recording in the tine mode at 
30 frameslsec. This may be reduced by using 60 frames/see 
tine or by using scan conversion. The system’s automatic 
brightness control should respond rapidly. Contrast may be 
improved by circular blanking. A provision for external 
~ynchromzation is desirable for digital application. 
A high-quality. 525.line ~-IO-MHZ I-3db) bandwidth 
television camera system and monitor. with a signal-to-noise 
ratio of no less than 45 db. is suggested. High-rcaolution 
systems using line scan rates of 1023 or 1049 arc available. 
although it is not yet established whether these systems offer 
a significant advanlage over the 525.line systems. The lO23- 
and 1049.line by~tcms require a wider bandwidth and thcre- 
fore arc subject to more noise. One propcr~y of high-line- 
rate systems is the lessening of artifact caused by raster line. 
This may be of some advamage in the petformance of 
interventional procedures. These systems also provide in. 
creased vertical resolution in still-field playback from analog 
(video tape recorders). Measured resolution of a line pai 
test wedge of 0.1 mm lead equivalent placed m the entrance 
plane of the image intensifier should not be less than 1.8 tine 
9%IO-in field sire. when the limiting resolution of the image 
intensifier is not less than 4 line p&s/mm under conditions 
corresponding to 40 &isec ct 50 kV without additional 
filtmti&. sig&am magnification. and on-site focal spot 
and distance geometry. 
Patient and Equipment S~rpporf 
Compound and steeply angulatcd radiographic views 
necessitate that the x-ray equipment have multiaxial posi- 
tioningcapabilify. Newer equipment may be microprocessor 
controlled so that a variety of positions may be prcpro- 
grammcd and easily selected from a menu. The ability to 
obtain very steep sagittal plane angulation (in excess of 42”) 
is desirable. An image intensifier with a diameter of more 
than 9 in is not recommended for cardiac catheterization 
laboratories because its size interferes with the ability to 
obtain steep sagittal angulation. Patient and equipment sup- 
port devices should be configured so that the procedure may 
be comfortably pelformed from either the brachial or femo- 
ral route and from either side. Access to the head and neck 
of the patient should be unencumbered in case the need 
arises for ventilatory support or jugular venous catheteriza- 
tion. The patient support should be able to accommodate 
patients weighing at least 300 lb and to withstand forces 
engendered with the deliverv of cardiopulmonw rcsuscita- 
lion. The overall design of this equipment shouldallow easy 
positioninr: for all single and biplane views. For biplane 
iystems, overhead support of the &al imaging system may 
facilitate patient access and has been recommended. 
Exposure of the operator to radiation is somewhat greater 
with C-arm devices, and equipment to limit this exposure 
should be available and used. This equipment is usually an 
x-ray-dense glass shield positioned between the x-ray tube 
and the operator. 
Carbondber table tops are recommended. Patient sup 
ports should be as radiolucent as possible (no more than the 
x-ray equivalent of 0.7 mm aluminum). Most tops arc now 
free-floating and have manual lateral and longitudinal movc- 
men, with lock release and motor.driven capability to raise 
or lower the top. Rotating patient supports may be useful in 
some Situations. and if used should provide for rapid posi- 
tioning, as well as the ability to obtain true lateral views. 
Power injectors arc necessary to deliver relatively large 
volumes of contrast through intravascular catheters in order 
to obtain adequate opacification of large vcsscls and cardiac 
chambers. Some operators use the power injector for coro- 
nary angiogmphy and for the timed injection of therapeutic 
agents such as streptokinasc. 
Injectors for cardiac angiography should he Row rate 
controlled and capable of delivering up to 50 ml/w. The 
ability to deliver very low flow rates may be desirable for the 
delivery of thcrapcutic agcms. There should be a capability 
pars/mm for a 6-7.in field size, and 1.4 line pairs/mm for a for the amomatic detection and terminalion of an over-rate 
injection. Injection volume control allow for ihe ~cIcc!mn of 
small test injections. A mechamcal \top is required. a\ i\ 
pressure limit control. The injector should hove a trigger 
control as well as a remote control. These 5hould fuur.cr,on to 
automatically termmate rhe injection when relea.rd. Tbc 
syringe should be electncatly a&ted. and the injector 
should have a ground cable. independent of the eiectncal 
ground. to be altached to the oatient swoort crowd. There 
ihould be an audible signal iidicating c&en; flow of more 
than 20 @A. Synnges may be disposable or reu,ablc and 
should be transparent to allow detectmn of air or pxticul~tc 
matter. A syringe heater to maintain contrast mstenal at 
about 37’C is desirable. These heaters are not designed IO 
heat contrast to 37°C from mom temperature. but rather to 
maintain this temperature. Injectors may have mobile srandr 
or may allow mounting of the power ram on the patent 
suppon. Special circuitry may allow the injector lo be 
interfaced with the film changer. cinecamera. x-ray pnsrs- 
tar. or KG for certain applications. 
Cineangiographic Film and Prowssing 
The type OF film used is but one element in the detcrml- 
nation of the ultimate quality of the image derived. The 
contrast observed is dependent on the entire system. whxh 
includes radiographic Factors. image intensifier cootrast. the 
optical system. and processing and viewing condition,. al well 
as on the inherent cootrast of the film. A wide-latitude. low 
cotwest, low-base fog film processed to an average gradient of 
1.2-1.6 is recommended. Fast films rend to have a more grainy 
image and increased quantum mottle. The relection of a 
soeciftc film is best based on the contrast omduced bv the 
e&e system and should be tested on app&priate ph&os 
with diaerent f-stop settings. The film should then be viewed 
under the same conditions as clinical rrudies. 
The ability to review the pmcessed cineangtogram as 
soon as possible after its recording may be important m 
decision-making becauec of the higher-quality image af- 
forded bv the film cornoared with vtdeo taoe. This mean\ 
that processing capability should be immediately at hand. 
Responsibility for monitoring the quahty of film< rests with 
the catheterization laboratory director. and be or she should 
be familiar with processmg technique as well as methods of 
quality control. Excellent film processing is evential and 
should he the responsibility of a highly skilled indiwdual. A 
number of film processors are commercially avadable. 
Some, but not all. require ao attendant to couple the leader 
to the film when the end of the film has heen reached. There 
ace a number of other variables ai%ctmg film quality. includ- 
ing but not limited to film path length. film speed range. reel 
capacity. and variable developer time. For any procecsor. 
consistently good results are obtained only if there i\ careful 
control of all the mechanical and chemical factors involvrd. 
Cinefilm processing inwlve, dcvelopmg. croppmg. fining. 
washing. and drying the film Variablcr involved in process- 
ing include: 
I Temperature control: developer temperature should 
be automawally mamtained within UC 10.SF) 
1. Derclopment tune: the actual film transpon speed 
should be within 5% of that requred for accep,ab,e 
procewng and continuously variable 
3. .~gGXmn: proper agitation is essenual fo prevent 
monk and irregular streaking and to encure uniform 
pruces\,ng 
4. Replenirhmenl: proper rcplcnishment of developer and 
fixer IF neccssa~y and may be accomplished by replacing 
erhausred compooems or by Rood replenishment 
5. Fdtratmn: particulate matter larger rhan 25 pm ghould 
hc tittered 
6. Fdm drymg: proper tilm drying is necessary to prevent 
tackiness or bntdeness and curl 
Oualitv control of film ~rocessino is essential. This mav 
be axoiplished with a se&itomete; by exposing film strip; 
to precisely controlled steps of increasing bghl mtenstty. A 
densitometer then measures the relative densities produced 
on the procersed film strip. Thts should be done on a daily 
baw and whenever maintenance is performed on rhe proc- 
abhor Valuc~ can then he graphed to monitor daily varia- 
tnn m film speed. cootmst. base. and fog of the system. 
Marimum information is obtancd from B cinefilm when it 
is vwwd m motion because the eye intcgmtes five or more 
successive uoages into a composite picturs. Cinelilm projec- 
tors muxf transpon the film and project the nnage. Two basic 
types of projectors. those wth mtem~ittent film advance and 
those lith d rotating prism. are available. Each has advan- 
tager and disadvantages. Desirable qualities of the projector 
Include: 
I. High-Intensity light source with variable brightners 
conlrol 
2. H&quality and high-resolution optics capable of 
faithful reproduction of the tine image across the 
enwe field 
3. Focus control mechanism 
4. Hca control system to prevent film damage when 
wcwing of a single frame is prolonged 
5. Easy access to the optics to facditate cleaning 
6. Mechanism for image rotation and reversal 
7. Easy access to light source for replacement and 
adjustment 
8. Large field capacity 
9. Adaptability for still or television camera 
10. Flickerless fi!m tmnspon and motionless film stop 
I I. Abdlty to accept any standard film, spool. or reel and 
accommodation for film length of up to 400 ft 
I!. Transpon of film at variable speeds (forward and 
reverse up to 60 frames/w) and single frame ad- 
vancement wthout film damage 
I). Fast forward and reverse 
II. Lo* noise level 
IS. Reliable. easily maintained, and convenient 
16. Remote control operation for teaching 
An adequate supply and variely of catheters, guidewires. 
sheaths. and other equipment should be immediately avail- 
able. The laboratory should be equipped to perform proce- 
dures from either the femonl or brachial approach. 
A crash cart containing the necessary medications and 
equipment for ventilatory suppon should be located in or 
immediately adjacent to the procedure room. This cart 
should be periodically checked and replenished. A defibril- 
latodcardiovcner should be present in the procedure room 
and should be available for immediate discharge. Its function 
should be routinely checked. A temporary pacemaker is 
necessary. The device should have adjustable nergy otttpttt. 
pacing rate. and sensitivity levels. The ability *o attain high 
pacing rates for the termination of certain arrhythmias is 
desirable. An intra.aolftc balloon pomp may be desirable for 
the diagnostic laboratory and is essential for the interven- 
tional laboratory. A pump designed for ambulance transport 
should be considered for laboratories physically ~epatate 
from cardiac surgical support Devices that can provide 
peripheral cardiopulmonary support in the catheterization 
laboratory using percutaneous cannulae are now available. 
Use of this equipment requires special expertise, including 
that of a perfusionist. 
Digital Imaging 
While traditional film-based cineangiography continues to 
be the standard method for wronary imaging, advances in 
digital technology have led many to believe that it will 
eventually be replaced by a computer-based system. Digital 
techniques have been shown to be useful in the acquisition, 
processing, analysis. and storage ofimaging data. When first 
introduced, the prospect of using subtraction techniques to 
obtain high-quality imaging at lower radiation doses, with 
less contrast and with nonselective injection. was enter- 
tained. These goals have not yet been realized in coronary 
imaging, because problems such as cardiac and respiratory 
motion, panning, and vascular overlay limit the use ofdigital 
subtraction. The major advantages of digital imaging of the 
coronary arteries at present are: I) the rapidity with which 
high-quality images may be reviewed after acquisition; 2) the 
increased contrast resolution obtainable via image pmcess- 
ing; and 3) the ability to qoantitate coronary luminal dimen- 
sions and more precisely characterize stenose~ using edee 
detection or vtdeoden&ometric techniques. Digital te& 
niqucs have also been used to obtain physiological data; for 
example, the measurement of myocardial contrast appear- 
ance time under basal and hyperemic conditions provides 
information as to corooary Aow and its restriction. If and 
when digital imaging completely replaces conventional film 
recording, there may be an additional ogistic and economic 
advantage. 
Digital subtnction techniques have been used for right 
and left venlriculography and for the imaging of noncardiac 
vascular structures. providing the advantage of nonselective 
injection or lessened contrast administration. This method- 
ology is frequently used in vascular interventional proce- 
dures as a substitute for serial filming. However, the small 
field size of the image intensifier limits its use for diagnostic 
peripheral aneriwraphy. 
in current pro&. it is not essential that every catheter- 
ization laboratory have digital imaging capability. In some 
laboratories, digital systems purchased as part of a “state- 
of-the-art” package have seen litde or no use. Because a 
digital system is expensive, careful consideration should be 
given to the need for it before acquisition. While such 
systems may be retrofitted for use in most existing catheter- 
ization laboratories, it must he realized that the quality of 
digital imaging is dependent on the existing x-ray system (the 
x-ray generator, tube, image intensifier, and television sys. 
tern). An independent evaluation of the existing x-ray system 
should be performed before the purchase ofan add-on digital 
system to ensure that optimal imaging may be obtained. All 
things being equal, there is an advantage in obtaining digital 
units at the lime of purchase of the x-ray equipment and from 
the same manufacturer. Matched equipment would probably 
optimize results of the imaging chain and. in the event of a 
performance failure. would facilitate troubleshooting and 
repair. 
The basic architecture of a typical digital system involves 
a television camera that feeds the image obtained from the 
image intensifier lo B preamplifier from which it is sampled 
and quantized by an analog-to-digital converter. The latter 
converts the image to a digital matrix consisting typically of 
512 lines. each having 512 picture elements (pixels). The 
sampled analog signal is quantized at each pixel location by 
256.10241evelsofcodedgray scale(8-IO-bit resolution). Tbe 
digital information is then sent to semiconductor memory. 
which interfaces with the contrelling computer. mass st& 
age. and image processor. From the latter an eight-bit 
digital-to-analog converter allows display of 256 gray scale 
levels on a monilor. 
The spatial resolution of the digital image is limited by the 
digital matrix and is less than that of cinetilm. Although 
higher resolution would be obtained with a 1024 x 1024 
matrix, the amount of inforroation that most be processed 
and stored and the speed with which it must be accomplished 
preclude an imaging rate of 30 framesisec. The use of 
high-speed igital disks limits the number of images that can 
he stored. requiring that data be erased or downloaded to 
another storage system. Recent developments. including the 
simultaneous torage of digital infomnlion on tape cassette. 
facilitate data transfer. 
Hard copies of digital images may be obtained in a 
number of ways. Individual images may be recorded by a 
thermal printer, a multiformat video camera, or a laser film 
recorder. The best image5 are obtained by the laser film 
recorder, but it is the roost expensive device. In the absence 
addlrmrul n\k. The hoards of radiation cnposure are more 
inGdiuu\ sod complex. Benefirc 10 patients and siaRderived 
fmm mv~ro~emcnts in equipment and stoeldmg have been 
countered by the increased Ruoroscopy tmw and repeated 
awognphic procedures asaociatcd with the performance of 
intcrvuwnal procedures. In addiluon. becauce the eRectsof 
radistion arc not immedwel) seen or felt. lhere may be a 
tendency by aaff and patient, 10 ignore or tmwmize the risk 
of expoture. Guidelines for electrical safety and radtarton 
protec~un in Ihe cardiac catheteriration laboratory condnue 
to CVOIYS 151.66.6771. It is the rcsponstbilily of the dxeclor of 
the idhoraillor) 10 enswe Iha, rhe facd,,y mea, ,he,c stan- 
dard\. perhaps bv use of the services of an imaging squip 
ment xentce enpmeer. electrical eogioeer. radiological engt- 
ocer. and radiQion physictsi. It IC assumed that all 
catheteriz%ion Iaboramry facilities. be they hospital-hared. 
freeslanding. or mobile. meet national (or statf. if more 
,trm&w,t, gudelm:s. The task iorce does no, propose 10 
eaiblish minimal guidelines but rarher IO emphasix electri. 
cal and rodnlion safety consideradon~. 
of simultaneous cinefilm recording. video lilpe> may bc 
produced from the d&val data. 
The traditional method of awsGng coronary 5teoo~es by 
visual estimation of percent diamctcr sleoos!% 15 avocnted 
with a high degree of inter- and inlraobxrvcr wrvabdlt) 
Geometric and nonaeomelric techniques of quzttitatin~ Ic- 
sional significance have been validated and. have be&e 
increasingly important in clinical rrssarch. Thcrc remans 
some cootroversy as to the preferable technique. especrally 
for the analyses of eccentnc lewns and posrintervention 
images where exwavaxolar conlrast may eosr. The actual 
lesional cross-sectional area has ereater ohvsiolomcal imoor~ I _ 
tance than does percent diameter ~teoosts. 
It is oossible that some form of auantitalion of lesionai 
severitywill be required in the future iojustify interventional 
procedures. A‘lhough. as noted above. digital angiography 
lends itself to quantilafion, timilor measurements may be 
made from the processed cinefilm. This mw be oerformed 
with calipers or may be computer-,wisfed 
Safety Requirements 
Occasionally it is helpful ta. have the e’~pcrusc of skdled 
radiologists and surgeons available during the catheterina- 
lion process. The presence ofa radiologist may be beneficial 
in the perfommnce ofcombined anglographic procedures. At 
times, pathology is discovered during the catheterization 
that requires aogiographic techniques unfamibar to the cnr- 
diologisr. 
Vascular and cardiovascular surgical asswance may b: 
required for complications encountered during the proce- 
dure. Mosl commonly, complications requiring wgical cx- 
penise arise in the peripheral vwadaturc asd are related 10 
catheter insertion or manipulation. Somel.mcs, however. 
dissection or lhrombosir of a coronary anrry may occur. 
and rarely. a cardiac chamber or great vessel may be 
perforated. requiring emergency cardiac surgery. Consuha- 
don with a surgeon before cathererirauon may alro be 
helpfu! in establishing precisely the information desired from 
the procedure before a decision about surgical iotervcotmo 
is undertaken. 
By their very ootorr. x-ray imaging and the collection of 
physiological data in the catheLerizalion laboratory o&r 
hazards to patients and pcrronnel mvolved with the proce- 
dure. These hazards include the risk of rleclrical shock and 
the exoosure 10 ionizme radmtic,l. While shock 8s B danger 
whereier electrical equipment IS wed. the number &d 
variety ofelectrical dcuices IO whtch the pxnenr I\ direclly or 
indirectly eapused and rhc potenr~al lowmpednnce route to 
the heart offered by ioiravwzultv catheterxanon present 
The four prmciples of electrical nfety in the catheleiira- 
don laboratory are II the presence of a safe eleclrical 
prmwy wirmg system: 2) the clectriwl ~solaoon of all 
equpment attached to the patient: 3) the use of an equipo- 
tenlial hardwred grounding system for all equipment: and 
4) pcrmdx iwpeclion of the electrical system and measure- 
ment of interequipment current leakage. 
Al m~lollattoo. all ek :trical ninng and fillings must con 
form to eood electrical orztclice as soecnfied m rhe National 
Electncai Code prepared by the N&ool Fire Pmtectioo 
Aicocradon INFPA 701 and the >landards for the sale use of 
clcsttic~ry m healrh core facilities (NFPA 99. I97 ed.). Doting 
installation. awng and grounding systems should be inspected 
and certified by a qualified engineer familiar with the specific 
grounding needs ofo calhetctizalion labmo~ory and the equip- 
mem hang inrralled. Electrical safety inspections should be 
performed thereafter at 3-6 month iouwls and every lime 
new equipment is intmduced into the electrical erw~rooroeot. 
Relalivc!g inr\pensive equipment is available for the testing of 
current leakage. which may be oerfomxd by the laboratow 
director or B designee. 
A\ wggcctcd above, the nature of cardiac catheterization 
and of the equipment used 10 accomplish it poses such a high 
level of risk for electrical <hock that additional prowlion. in 
rhe form of an equipotential, hardwired. omnipresent. low- 
npedance grounding system for both fixed and moveable 
equlpmcnt. IS required to ernurc that the maximum current 
Row between any two exposed conductiw surfaces will be 
less than 20 *A during normnl laboratory function. 
Because of the vancry of type nod manufdcturc of cath- 
eterimwm laboratory equipment. each having its own 
grounding sy~lem. there exists the powbility of the forma- 
tton of ground lwps and stgniticanl cu’rent flow between 
these systems and the electrical supply ground. even when lion of all elemenls of lhe imagmg chain will reduce unnec- 
isolation transformers are used. This hazard is avoided by wary radiation exposure. 
having all eqwpment groundwired to an equlpotential buss Radiation exporxe. Individuals in the cardiac catheter- 
bar Direct grounding to the buss bar is preferred. but limited i&on laboratory may be exposed to primary beam or 
branchmr i( acceoteble. In some cases. two buss ban are xcatter radiation. Only the patient should be exposed to the 
“red. on; locatedat the paoent wpport and the other m the 
equipment and control area. When thls IC done, the buss bars 
most be connected by 083 or larger copper cable. Special 
attention to grounding should be paid to equipment that is 
supported by hearings because of the poor conduction of 
grceasy bearings. Mobile equipment that cannot be hardwired 
to the cqu!potcntial ground system should have ao audible 
ground dixonnecl warning. The standard three-prong 
plug-m connector does not provide adequate grounding for 
movcable equipment in the catheterization laboratory. Such 
equipment should have an additional common electrical 
gr&d terminal on the patient soppon. 
The electrical power system’s neutral wire should be 
grounded only at the service entrance or step-down trans. 
former. 
Radiution Protection 
Because no level of exposure to ionizing radiation is 
considered safe, the cardinal principle of diagnostic imaging 
is to limit x-ray exposure to the patient and the staff to the 
minimal level compatible with high-quality care. To ensure 
this. every step, from laboratory construction to the pur- 
chase. installation. and use of equipment, should take radi- 
ation protection into consideration. Physicians. technola- 
gists, and nurses working in the laboratory should be familiar 
with the principles of radiation protection and diligently 
adhere 10 them. Ancillary personnel not essential to the 
perfommnce of the procedure or immediate patient care 
should not be in the procedure room during imaging. Re- 
cording and monitoring technologists should not be located 
in the procedure room. On occasion. the assistance of 
individuals other than the laboratory staff (e.g., anesthetists, 
surgeons, orperfusionists) may be required in the procedure 
room. It should not be assumed that they are knowledgeable 
in radiation protection, and care should be taken to ensure 
that they are protected. It is the operator’s responsibility to 
primary beam and that exbosure should be lb&d to the 
region of clifiical interest. Fluomscopy and cineangiography 
should be limited to that clinically necessary. Fluoroacopy 
should not be performed while the operator’s attention is 
directed way from the television monitor. Consideration 
should be given to filming at 30 framesisec whenever possi- 
ble. Fluoroscopic timers are required and serve to alert the 
physician as to the doration of total x-ray exposure. An 
audible signal should sound after every 5 minutes of expo- 
sure. although this signal should not be associated with an 
immediate automatic termination of the x-ray beam before 
being reset. The operator should be made ware of the 
cumulative amount of exposure time during the procedure. 
In training programs there should be a limit to the amount of 
Ruoroscopic time granted to a trainee to complete a specific 
task, based on a number of considerations such as the 
progress being made and the complexity of the procedure. 
Scatter is the major source of radiation exposure to 
catheterization laboratory personnel. The highest amounts 
of scatter are produced by units having the x-ray tube over 
the procedure table and the image intensifier below the table. 
This type of configuration should not be used. Equipment 
consisting of a fixed, under-table x.ray tube and above-table 
bnensifier produce the least scatter radiation, especially 
when the patient support (most often a cradle) is mounted 
Rush with edges of the table. 
Multiaxial imaging equipment (C-. U-, and Z-arm) present 
problems in terms ofradiation protection. Inasmuch as these 
units are now the most commonly installed and 05er advan- 
tages in imaging that may be especially useful for interven- 
tiooal procedures, greater consideration should be given by 
industry to providing pmlection from scatter radiation. At a 
minimum, a freely movable lead glass or acrylic shield sus- 
pended fmm the ceiling should be used. Its sterility may b-e 
maintained by using disposable plastic covers. Leaded drapes 
are also available that may be attached to the patient soppon. 
Each procedure mom should have a detailed determina- 
tion of exposure levels performed by a qualified radiation 
prevent unnecessary x-ray exposure. physicist. Measurements should be made with the x-my 
Facility design and equipment. Recommendations for the equipment in each of the commonly used configurations. 
design and evaluation of structual shielding have been This infommtion should be used to guide personnel to the 
published by the National Council on Radiation Protection Io~e~t-~~p~s~re location compatible with the performance 
and Measurements (NCRP Report No. 49, 1976; While of the procedure. 
diagnostic x-ray equipment manufactured after Augat 1, Protection of laboratory personnel. The primary mode of 
1974. must meet minimum federal performance standards. it 
is !mportant that such equipment be installed and used 
protection for laboratory personnel is the protective apron. 
which should he of at least 0.5 mm lead equivalent. The 
properly and that periodic evaluation of radiation protection apron should be the wraparound type, extend to the knees, 
be made. Guidance es to the proper design. perfommnce. 
and use of x-ray imaging devices in general. and cardiac 
and have a shallow net’ cutout to protect the sternom. The 
radiological equipment specifically, is found in NCRP Re- 
use of a belt will help support some of the weight and may 
protect from back strain. Two-piece (vest and skin) aprons 
port No. I02 (19891. It should be emphasized that optimiza- are becoming popular, but care should be taken that they 
extend low enough and that there is adequate overlap of vext 
and skirt when the body is cntended. Care should be raken I” 
the handling of aprons to prevent damqe IO the proteciive 
element. Aprow should be coded and penodic radiographic 
inspection (everv 3 months and whenever damaee IS WI- 
pe&dl should de made of each wnh the rewlts recorded in 
a central log. Protectwe eyewear of 0.5 mm lead equivalent 
with wraparound shields and thyroid Ehields will also reduce 
radiation exposure and should be conridered ewenual m the 
absence ot alternative shielding of thece area<. 
Radiation monitoring. An cssenlial element of an effective 
rad@uw safety program is the monitoring of eaprsure 10 
radiation oflaboratory personnel. A film badge or ~bermolumi- 
nesceotbadge shouldbeworn by all memb&ofrhe laborntory 
statf. The thermoluminescent badge is more accoraLe and more 
expensive. Although these monitors cannot prevent x-my 
exposure. theyprovideaquantitationofexpocure wchthat the 
individual may alter his or her behavior (e.g., presera at fewer 
procedures. more effective use of shielding) in such a way that 
exposure does not reach suggested maxmwm penirsible do<e 
limits (NCRP Repon No. 48). 
Every laboratory should hive a periodic surveillance and 
preventive maintenance program. Preventive mamtenance 
should be carried out in accordance with manufactsrer‘s spec- 
ificaiions and may be performed by in-house pmonnel. by fhc 
manufacturer, orcontracled oaf to a third party. It 1s helpful to 
have ibe %wices of inlouse bioscience ngineerr available for 
immediate assistance should a problem arise; many malfunc- 
tions oamiq in the catheterization laboratory are caused by 
relatively m&x faults that c&o easily be diagnosed and re- 
paired. The:e is a tendency in the busy laboratory 10 assign o 
low priority to preventive maintenance and quality arrurance 
inspections. A published schedule and commitment o its 
adherence are essential components of a well-functioning lab- 
orator,‘. The availability of a second laboratory lesreos the 
burden of closing a laboratory for maintenance and alro pro. 
vides a mechanism for completing a study in a patient in the 
event of mtiunclion during a procedure. 
Guidelines for a quality assorooce program for mnging 
equipment are detailed in NCRP Report No. 99. Doily 
checks of System image quality using re~okmoo ban and 
phantoms are suggested. Frequent checks of film processing. 
as noted above. are essential. 
APPENDIX E 
Types ol‘Proced.re.s 
I. Aorric ml angiojiraphy: A recordmg of images of the 
aortic root using radiographic ontrast matenal 
2. Arrinl sepprarrony: Also called the Raihkind proce- 
dure. in whrch n caiheter-mounred i&led balloon i> wed to 
enlarge or create an intra-atrml shunt 
3. Cu,htrur orhururromr. The use of a catheter-based 
device to \eleci~rcly remove an atheroma from the call of an 
artery id~recuonal. ro!a?xnal. orher) 
4 C~~ti~urt~~h~rsud~lrrrropl~~riol~~ciml.~rndi~s. Theeval-
uation of the cardiac conduction syrtem and regions of 
Impulse formanon. using straregically placed cathstcrs 
wahm Ihe cardtac chambers or blood vessels 
5 Carh<~rcr d~l,~~ucd orrfurio,, device: Umbrella occIu- 
sion of parcnt dustus arleriorur. alrial septal dcfccl, vcntric- 
ular ieptal defecr. or detachable balloon occlusion of a shunt 
6. Caihmr endomycardtol biopsy: The removal of a 
ponian of endomyocardium using a catheter bioptome 
7. fhwon WI: Imagine of the cardiovascular and orher 
data from selewd cardiac chamber? or vasculatore; in- 
cludes the detemdnalion of cardiac outpur by any of a 
number of means when appropriate 
9 Hutw&m~c sires wrriq- The evoluatioo of the 
hemodynamic alwations associarcd with exercise or other 
stressful interventions 
IO. Irrrra-awrir hnlloon coanrcrpnlssr~on: The ioserlioo 
of an inlra-aornc balloon pomp device for the purpose of 
r~~echanically ugmenting cardiac oorpo~ unloading the left 
vmlriclc. and Improving corooary prfwion 
I I. brm~oreuury odminh rrarion of rhmmbolyric drrrps: 
The selective injectwn of a lhrombolytic agent mto a coro- 
nary artery or gaft in a- c!?ort o reduce luminal obstruction 
due 10 a” mtrwa~color :hrombus 
I?. Lrfi hcmc carkrreri:dun: The insertion of a catheter 
into the central arterial system for the purpose of recording 
ascendine ~OFLLC andlor left ventricular oressores and/or 
age\ made of the left ventricle wing radiographic &tra~l 
material 
14. LcJl wrwidnr ~IIII~IUIP: The percutaneous inser- 
tion of a needle or catheter directly into the left ventricle 
through the chest wall ior the pupae of recording pressure 
and/or performing angiography 
IL. Ott-Grr nvpicnl .wpporr: A cardiac operating faciliiy 
acce*siblc by gurney 
16. Prrrr~mnro~~s lordiopuhnono~ .wpporr: The iorer- 
Lion of venou\ and arterial cslheters connected to an exter- 
nal pomp oxygenator to provide augmentation of cardiac 
ootpot and arterial oxygenation 
17. Prwutaoroas rorhrrer hnllom wlwdaplns~: The 
mflation of one or more balloon-ripped catheters in the 
onfice of a cardiac valve to reduce valvular stenosis 
IX. Brramworr~ rrn*&,ninot ror0n,ir? w~iop/osr~: 
The mtlal~on of B balloon-tipped catheter at the sate of P 
coronary artcry stenosis to attempt o enlarge the dtameler 
of the lumen 
19. Prrruomenss rmnsluminol pvriphernl ve.wl onpw- 
pltr$: The inflaiion of a balloon-tipped catheter at the site of 
a woosis m a peripheral artery to attempt 10 enlarge the 
diameter of the lumen 
20. I+!!~ nni,o~crlr“.~,~: The removal of pericardial fluid by 
mrcninp o needle or catheter dir&y into the per&dial space 
2 I. PP,,PI<,,I<~,I, <adi,,< pocbr~: The use of an electrode 
ca!bcler and implantable geoeralor 10 initiate cardiac coo- 
tractmn~ by dllcct debvery of an eleclr~cul slimulus 
22. Phon~woloph nl wrdy: The evaloation of Ihc hcma- 
dynamic or angiofraphlc response 10 an acutely ndminis- 
wed pharmacological agent 
23 Pofnw,m~ arrgiogmophy: A recording of images of the 
poimonoly rmcricr made ortog radiographic contra*1 material 
24. Rnriewd of,iwrig, hodirr: The msenioo of a woos- 
vawdar cathcler devw for Ihe purpose of removing oo 
imr~~awdro for&g body 
25. Rig/r! hear/ ro/krtsrila/ion: The insenion of a cath- 
eter into Ihe venoos system for the purpose of recording 
right heart and/or pulmonary pressures and/or performing 
angiography and/or oblaining blood sampler 
26. Saphmon~ will 01 irtrrmol nmnmury cnronory by 
pnrr &I onpioprr,pl~y: A recording of images of saphenous 
vein grafts or inlernal mammary grafta made using selective 
injection of radiographic cootrat material 
27. Selrrriw coronn~ ongiqwphy: A recording of im- 
ages of a coronary artery with seleclive injeclion of radio- 
graphic coowasl material 
28. T<wporo~ poring: The use of an electrode calheter 
and external generator to temporarily iniliate cardiac con- 
%dcliwb hy direct delivery of an electrical stimulus 
29. 7rrr1r.w1rhrrw ohlorion oJorrhytkmiuJoci or wnduc- 
iion purhswvr: The delivery of an electrical discharge 10 a 
specific portion oi the conduction system or heart using 
inlracardiac catheter tcchniqucr 
30. Trmsscpral rarhmrirarion~ The placing of a catheter 
within the lefl atrium by crossing Ihe inlerotrial septoro. 
wing direct needle puncture when necessary 
APPENDIX F 
E1dmcr F.3??r! Nenimodw Trsling Suggesting 
Hi& Risk* jiv Cuvdiur Ewnrs 
Exsrrisc eledrwardingr,,m @CC, 
Abnormal horirontal or downsloping 
ST segment depreniont 
Onset ot heart rate <12Oimin loIT Pblockerrl or ~6.5 
METS; 
Magnitude ~2.0 mm 
Po+%ercise duration a6 minoler 
Prcwnt in multiple lads. reflecting multiple regions 
Abnormal syslolic blood prewre response during progres- 
sive exerciscF 
With sustained decrease of > 10 mm Hg or II*1 blood 
preswre response 15130 mm Hgl. as\ocialed with 
electmcardiography evidence of ischemia 
Other polcntially important dcrcrminanlr 
Exercise-induced ST begmenr elevation in leads other 
than aV, 
Exercise-induced venlricolar tachycardia 
Thallium scinligraphy 
Abnormal lhallium distribution in more than one vascular 
region a1 rest or with exercise that rediclrihutes at another 
lime 
Abnormal distribution associated with increased long 
uptake produced by exercise in the absence of severely 
depressed lefl venlricular function at rw 
Enlargement of the cardiac pool of thallium with exercise 
Radionuclide rentricvlography 
A fall m left ventricular cjcction fraction of au. IO during 
exercise 
A resl or exercise lefl ventricolor ejecrion fraction of <Il.SO, 
when supecled 10 be due to coronary artery disease 
APPENDIX G 
The following individuals were interviewed by the Task 
Force: 
Jean Bernard. New Orleans. Louisiana 
Paul Bremer. Stuarl. Florida 
Charles M. Elliott. MD, Charlo~e. North Carolina 
Joseph P. Galichia. MD. Wichita, Kansas 
John J. Hallmark. Stuart. Florida 
Roy F. Pearson. Nashville, Tennessee 
Robert C. Ripley, MD, Nashville, Tennessee 
Charles Steiner. MD, Marrero. Louisiana 
William R. Storer. MD. Indianapolis. Indiana 
Walt F. Weaver. MD, Lincoln. Nebraska 
David E. Wenheimer. MD, Port Saint Lucie. Florida 
APPENDIX H 
Swoey Rcs,r//s 
The 1990 survey provided data and information on the 
issue of whether or not the ACCIAHA should publish new 
widelines for cardiac catheterization. Most respondents 
(63.4’?4 wanted the 1985 ACCIAHA guidelines’ revised. 
More members in academia favored this action 173.7%) than 
did nonacademicians (61%). but both groups supported rhir 
initiative. 
More than half endorsed the inclusion of the following 
subjects in the “cw guidebner: 11 more srrtngcnt (elecoo” 
criteria for ambulatory catheterization p”tie”ts t7?.?%t: ?I 
“lore stringent criteria for proliferatlo” of 3iny “.cW w,he,er- 
izatio” laboratories 168.2%): and 3) more stringent criteria 
nnd guidelines for hospitals for ethical twes involw”~ 
cardiac catheterization (52.6%). Howcvcr. only 47 4% 
wanted more slringent critena and gutdehoes for phyricrans 
performing cardiac cathetenzatio”. lhr> percentage being 
higher among members who did no cardiac cathetenratm” 
procedures in 1989. 
Most respondents supported the need for better Euide- 
lines for establishing new catheteriratia” laboratories md 
for the type oicatheteriratio” laboratories to bc developed. 
as well BE for the patients mart suited to treatment in vanouh 
catheterization laboratory settings. Mast found current lab- 
oratory definitions inadequate (except those for tndtttonnl 
hospital-based laboratories). htast believed that referrals by 
physicians to laboratories in which they have financial 
interests arc a problem and that cathewiz”tion leboratory 
advertising is unacceptable. although a sizable minonty 
disagreed. The overwhelming mejority believed that prrcu- 
tattcaur transluminal coronary angioplasty and other inter- 
ventional procedures should not be performed in a” ambu- 
latory setting. Matty would not refer patienn to J 
freestanding catheterizatiott laboratory for eve” a diagnostic 
cardiac catheternation. although substanual levels of dir- 
agreement and indecision were noted. 
Respondents were primarily “on.pediatric cardmlqnrr 
who practice invasive cardiovascular medicine in a !mdi- 
tiona! Izp~?!!Icc! -ettine. Most did not report nontraditional 
ambulatory cathcter&tion laboratories. sxL P: free- 
standiy or mobile catheterization laboratories. operating in 
their practice area. Very few referred patients to freestand- 
ing catheterization laboratories or performed cardtac cathe- 
terization procedures in such laboratories m 19R9. Most 
members did not report risky procedures such as percutane- 
ous translutninal coronary anptoplasty on outpattents t” their 
geographical area. Also. molt respondents did not chara 
terize the ambulatory cardiac catheterizatto” patient< I” 
their area 8s “sigh-risli” and most would not refer wch 
patients for thin procedure. although hypothetical exceptions 
were noted by 40.2% oi respondents. ‘The\e specific cxccp- 
tions may bc worth consideration by the task force a it 
evaluates patient surabdity. 
Two new questions I” the 1990 suney ytelded surprising 
results. First, only 3.5% of respondents repated any cardw 
catheterization complicattons attributable to the facility 
where the procedure was performed. ratsmg some questions 
as to the extent to which pooroutcomr~ result from charac- 
teristics uf the bctlity as oppored to other factors. for 
example. the patirnt or the procedure. Second. 32% of 
respondents indicated the1 they mlzht refer patients to 3 
freestanding laboratory for a didg”o\& cathete&tio”. raw 
ing doubts about whether there i* a con~census on not 
referring patients to such faciliber for cxaiac cathetcrmtion 
procedures. 
A \cp.rr.ltc 19x9 prcwst af ihe \urvey \ugge,w? Ihl 
“cnmemher~ held :tttituder r!mdar to thocc of “wm~~crc. so 
the rewlri of thi\ survey may apply to the ;pec& of 
cardior;wid”r med!c~“e as a whole md “ol solely to .&CC 
members Pw riraiy mspecua” of the rerults of thr 1990 
wrrc:: found 5 m IO he c”nGtent wth those of the 1989 
prctcrl Murcwer. the sccuracy of the e\tm,atei for ,hoce 
who re%w”dcd i* reaaaoabic Wilh a sample of 4% from a 
total member,hip of some 18 OMI. most of the survey per- 
centage reported ba?e a” error rate oft 4.7%. according to 
Klsh iW1. The redder IS cautmned to co”Acr each prrcent- 
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